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PREFACE
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society is pleased to introduce the proceedings of the
2nd National Conference on Child Wellbeing, which highlighted the issue of access to justice for vulnerable
children.
Access to justice is a fundamental principle in securing, promoting, and protecting the rights and wellbeing
of children. Children all over the world increasingly face the possibility of coming into contact with the
justice system, and for a variety of potential reasons. If the process of navigating through legal and
judicial structures is a daunting experience for adults, it is often all the more so for children. Unlike adults,
however, meaningful support for children’s full and active participation in justice procedures is far more
limited, partly due to a lack in child-friendly structures and processes. As a cross-cutting component of
wellbeing, effective access to justice for children must be secured and promoted. It is owed to children as
a fundamental human right which guarantees them their dignity and respect.
Various initiatives are working to empower children within the judicial process – one notable and extensive
contribution being the Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on child-friendly
justice. The Council of Europe (CoE) guidelines build upon the principles of participation, the best interests
of the child, dignity, protection from discrimination, and rule of law, which should frame any subsequent
discussion on children’s access to justice. These discussions should also consider: What good practices
exist? How do children access justice? Which obstacles hinder this process? How can the principles of the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UN CRC) be better observed?
The 2nd National Conference on Children’s Wellbeing stimulated discussion on the above questions. In giving
particular attention to asylum-seeking children, children in alternative care, violence against children, and
juvenile justice, this conference explored access to justice in terms of child wellbeing. This occurred in the
context of a respectful and multidisciplinary space promoting an atmosphere of dialogue, participation,
and inclusion. This spirit of mutual co-operation and commitment towards children’s rights and wellbeing
are reflected in these proceedings, and are being shared in the hopes that outcomes may be carried
forward and taken beyond the conference itself. It is only in doing so that children’s fundamental rights
may become manifest in concrete measures that allow each and every child to thrive and reach their full
potential in a state of wellbeing. Our children deserve no less.
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FRIDAY 21ST OCTOBER 2016
OPENING ADDRESSES
HER EXCELLENCY MARIE-LOUISE COLEIRO PRECA, PRESIDENT OF MALTA
It is my great pleasure to welcome you all to the Second
National Conference on Child Wellbeing, facilitated by the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society. This year’s
focus on “access to justice for vulnerable children” is a topic
of increasingly urgent concern across our communities, our
countries, and our regions. Justice, in its essence, involves the
fair and impartial treatment of all persons. It is the foundation
of our laws, it is the guardian of our democracies, and it is the
safeguard of wellbeing for present and future generations.
In matters of justice, there can be no difference between the
access which is available to adults, and the access available to
children. Issues concerning the treatment of people of any age,
ethnicity, ability, or background, are the same.
Indeed, a person’s effective access to justice is fundamental to the sustainable wellbeing of the whole of
society. Access to justice is a cross-cutting human right, and a basic need which must be met for us to
continue nurturing and protecting the dignity of all. However, the right to access justice still seems, in the
minds of many, disconnected from the realities faced by children. Many policy makers, institutions, and
organisations seem unable or unwilling to empower the young, and to open appropriate access to processes
of justice. This applies to all children, but even more so for those who live in precarity and vulnerability.
Many children around the world are at increased risks of vulnerability. According to data from the United
Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), unless we tackle the inequity and discrimination
experienced by children, then in 2030 there shall be 167 million children living in extreme poverty; 60 million
children denied access to primary education; and 69 million children under the age of 5 whose very lives
will be needlessly lost.
Only a small number of children who face oppression, prejudice, and injustice are empowered to come
forward and seek redress. Even fewer manage to obtain effective outcomes. The harsh reality is that most
vulnerable children are not strengthened by the awareness of their intrinsic right to justice. They are not
empowered to make decisions in their best interest. They are not nurtured in their dignity and the recognition
of their active agency, and they are not empowered to enjoy a sense of control over the direction of their
own lives.
When any child suffers from abuse and violence in the home, at school, or in their communities, then they
are denied the full freedoms which are their right.
We must be guided in our efforts by United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, to which
all nations except the United States of America are signatories. We must follow the CRC’s emphasis on
the need for powerful guarantees which make sure that every child is able to access their human rights.
If we do not take such guarantees and safeguards seriously, then the full force of the Convention shall
remain inactive. It is often difficult for adults to access effective justice, let alone children. Access to the
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mechanisms of justice is often kept beyond their reach. Therefore, we must strive to ensure that human
rights violations, especially when they occur to children, are immediately addressed. We must endeavour
to provide credible and active assistance to children, to make the best use of the resources available and,
where these are lacking, to create child-sensitive processes which empower our children.
I must add that this is particularly necessary when children are the victims of violent conflict, in regions of
the world not far from where we are gathered right now. The scourge of war, of systemic violence, and of
deep-rooted oppressions continue to impede the full realisation of the CRC, and its promise of universal
child wellbeing.
Let us also remember that justice is not simply an issue which concerns the courts of law. It is just as much
about the ways in which professionals, who work in the justice system, interact with children. We must
provide the necessary training for the police, child protection services, psychosocial carers, and others, to
facilitate our united vision of a world in which children and young people have full access to justice. We
must be vociferous in showing the media, parents, guardians, and civil society as a whole, that children
are essential collaborators in our efforts. Children and young people must be acknowledged as active and
equal participants in the evolution of our society.
Above all, I believe it is our duty is to provide access to justice for the most vulnerable. Where this access is
lacking in our judicial and legal systems, we must be courageous and call for substantial, structural reform.
We must be voices for clarity, for respect, and for meaningful change. It will take the combined strength of
civil society, of academics and professionals, and the political will of our executive governments, to create
a profound transformation of our cultures.
Access to justice for children can no longer be a grey area within our legal systems. We must do all that
we can for children to understand, to use, and, most essentially, to trust the legal systems that protect and
facilitate their rights and their wellbeing. Children must know that when they need justice, it will not fail
them. They should be aware that the legal process is readily available to them, and that it is capable of
delivering their best interests. Just as children are aware of the abuses of power which, unfortunately, are
part of our world, they must also be aware of the strength of law, of justice, and of wellbeing which is theirs
by right.
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society believes that children and young people are the
experts when it comes to their own experiences. The Foundation works tirelessly to achieve sustainable
and efficient initiatives in these areas, across the Maltese Islands and beyond. We believe that the ideas, the
aspirations, and the needs of children must be listened to and acted upon. For this reason, the Foundation has
set up a Children’s Council and a Young People’s Council. These consultative councils will help support the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in all its work. By facilitating these groups, we are creating
a space where the contributions of children and young people can be shared with others, and built upon.
It is our responsibility as adults to create more opportunities, such as these, where children and young
people can be heard. We must equip them with the knowledge they need to imagine a better future, to
achieve their goals, and to succeed in life.
Let me conclude by affirming that access to human rights is a right in itself. Every child should have access
to appropriate means by which to access their rights, and to address their important legal needs. We
must work together to ensure that vulnerable groups are given our focused attention, and receive equal
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rights and opportunities. Access to justice for children
cannot remain a dream. It is a goal that we must
achieve. Where justice is denied, where knowledge
is lacking, where society allows the domination of
oppression, exclusion, or discrimination, then there
can be no wellbeing. United in one purpose, let us
continue to proactively promote, to nurture, and to
develop access to justice for all our children and our
young people. In this way, we shall share a powerful
message about our commitment to ensure the full
dignity and the meaningful wellbeing of every member
of our communities, our societies, and our world.
Thank you.
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RUTH FARRUGIA, DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE PRESIDENT’S FOUNDATION FOR THE
WELLBEING OF SOCIETY

Your Excellency, Madame President,
Distinguished guests,
Colleagues and friends,
Good morning everyone. I wanted to take this space to
welcome you, and to give you a little context. It is obviously
sincerely a great pleasure for me to welcome you, on behalf
of the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, to
our 2nd National Conference on Child Wellbeing. Our team
has been very busy for many months now, preparing for this
conference, and we’re extremely encouraged and excited to
see so much interest and such strong participation. Last year,
we placed the spotlight on bullying. We gave children and
young people the space to share what they wanted to say
about bullying, and we’re encouraged to see that this issue
has been part of the national agenda throughout the past year.
We know that this is due in no small part to Her Excellency’s
very tireless tours of schools, where she regularly listens to
children whilst encouraging very active participation.
This year, the Foundation has decided to focus on Access to Justice. Where does this come from? In our
consultation sessions, which have provided a safe respectful space for literally thousands of people, many
of these people voiced their inability to access the means to enforce rights vital to their wellbeing. We
listen to stories which show that it’s often very challenging for vulnerable groups to access justice. There
are many reasons for this, but central to the issue, as Her Excellency pointed out, we’ve noted a marked
lack of empowerment and knowledge about basic rights. Among children, this is even more striking. Now
as you may know, children are a priority for the President’s Foundation, and they’re certainly very close to
Her Excellency’s heart. Discussing this year’s theme for the conference on child wellbeing, we thought our
attention should be directed to children accessing justice, and principally vulnerable children, who find the
process even more daunting than most. We’re obviously concerned with this issue for each and every child,
but we’ve been constrained to focus mainly on children in out-of-home care, children in conflict with the
law, asylum seeking children, and children who suffer violence. We’re confident that all of you here today
will agree that child-friendly justice is a core value, crucial to enable children to participate fully, in the true
spirit of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. It’s a cross-cutting means of accessing all the rights
in the Convention. I join Her Excellency in saying how honoured we are to have such an amazing panel of
speakers who are so knowledgeable about this subject. I want to thank them for so generously giving their
time to be with us, to share their expertise, their experience, and their vision. Each speaker, in their own way,
brings something new and exciting for us to consider, and possibly incorporate into our own practices and
policies. Expanding on the tradition set last year, we’ve invited young people from all the sixth forms in Malta
and Gozo to join us and to be involved in the Conference, and we’re happy that most sixth forms have sent
a representation of students. I met a number of them in preparing for this Conference, and I’m really happy
to welcome you here today.
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As a Foundation, we are firmly committed to promoting Article 12 on child participation. We host both a
child council and a young person’s council that covers ages 7 to 18, and these children are fundamental in
informing our own methods and choices especially, but not solely, in issues relating to childhood. I am also
deeply appreciative that our speakers have taken the presence of these young people into consideration
when preparing their interventions. Tomorrow we’ll give centre stage to young people, and listen to their
experiences on this topic of access to justice. So in keeping with Foundation methodology, we are looking
for examples of good practice. This could include shared cases which may constructively address any
shortcomings in the system, and proactive solutions to render the justice system – the police, psycho-social
professionals, the courts, legal professionals, and many others – more mindful of children. The momentum
set in the coming two days could significantly impact on the wellbeing of children affected by this issue. So
thank you to each one of you for joining us, as we look forward to taking note of your experiences, and your
recommendations, which will serve to suggest ways to improve access to justice for vulnerable children.
Thank you very much.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES
JUSTICE AND ZERO VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN: LEAVING NO ONE BEHIND

Marta Santos Pais, Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General on Violence against Children
Introduction
The primary indicator of a society’s wellbeing is how its most vulnerable members fare. Unfortunately, in all
parts of the world, social, economic, environmental and political challenges are not neutral to children, and
indeed disproportionally affect the youngest citizens in our societies. Children are often an afterthought;
they endure special risks and need to overcome seemingly insurmountable barriers to access justice. Access
to justice and protection is particularly critical for child victims of violence; for these children, suffering and
trauma are surrounded by loneliness and hopelessness, and a deep sense of fear.
As we know, beyond the destructive impact on individuals and families, violence against children carries
serious economic and social costs, and in a short period of time can destroy development gains that took
decades to build. Violence undermines the investments societies make in the education and health of children,
and in the promotion of gender equality and empowerment. It also incurs major costs to the criminal justice,
health and social service systems’ budgets, and erodes the fabric of local economies through productivity
and human capital losses.
Indeed, a society that does not put children first is likely to arrive last in the quest for progress, peace and
justice.
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2016 and beyond
The year 2016 is very special for children’s rights. It was 20 years ago that the UN welcomed the Machel
Study, and the First Congress against Commercial Sexual Exploitation. It also marks the tenth anniversary
of the UN Study on Violence against Children, which included a recommendation to establish the mandate
of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence against Children. And in 2016 the clock
began ticking on the countdown to the Sustainable Development Goals and implementation of Agenda
2030.
A major goal of Agenda 2030 is to “Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”
(Goal 16). And for the first time on the international development agenda there is a specific target (16.2)
to end all forms of violence against children. Ending the abuse, neglect and exploitation of children is also
mainstreamed across several other violence-related targets. This is a historic achievement and this unique
momentum can be transformed into an unstoppable movement towards a world where children can be safe,
happy and develop to their full potential.
Ten years ago, the UN Study on Violence against Children exposed the appalling extent and devastating
impact of the violence endured by countless millions of children in all regions. But the UN Study also showed
that this is not a fate and that violence against children can be effectively prevented. This is why the goal of
Agenda 2030 is to eliminate this phenomenon for all children, everywhere and at all times.
Leaving no child behind
In this first year of the implementation of Agenda 2030, the sad truth is that millions of children are being
left behind. Across regions, violence against children remains a serious and pervasive phenomenon: online
and offline, in their neighbourhoods, in their schools, in care institutions or in detention centres, across
borders, and also within the family.
The plight of the many millions of children who are fleeing their homes as a result of violence, political
instability and the breakdown of society is a stark illustration of a silent emergency that needs to be
addressed with renewed commitment and resolve.
Desperate to escape unimaginable levels of trauma and destruction and a wide continuum of violence, these
children feel compelled to embark on a journey of uncertainty and risk in the hope of finding a safe haven.
But they face turmoil and distress at every step of the way. Separation from their families, traumatic journeys
through unfamiliar terrain, psychological manipulation, physical harassment, sexual abuse, extortion,
trafficking, and neglect outside transit centres or while in transit with no clear destination, shape a daily life
shrouded in fear and insecurity. Violence is a constant risk, including for young people who pretend to be
adults to avoid being detained on their journey; those who are targeted by xenophobic attacks; those who
find themselves in overcrowded facilities or prison cells, alone or with their families; or the thousands who
fall into the hands of organized crime networks.
Unfortunately, more often than not, children are not referred to the appropriate child protection authorities;
they lack access to an age- and gender-sensitive protection determination process, to compassionate
screening and referral proceedings, or to simple and accessible information to facilitate family tracing or to
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seek redress for the acts of violence they may have suffered. In many cases they end up deprived of liberty
rather than benefitting from the nurturing environment they are entitled to, while failing to benefit from any
legal or other appropriate assistance, and lacking any opportunity to challenge before a court the legality of
their deprivation of liberty or the denial of their rights. Children’s development and protection is put at risk,
and very often given no second chance.
Framed by international human rights standards and the commitments expressed in the New York Declaration
for Refugees and Migrants in the autumn of 2016, it is imperative and urgent to safeguard the human rights
of these children, to prioritize their best interests, to bring an end to their detention, and to ensure a friendly,
safe and secure environment for each and every one.
Children’s right to justice
Human rights and access to justice go hand-in-hand. But lacking justiciability, human rights can become an
empty, although nice, ideal. And when children lack information about their rights and how to claim them,
they may simply become a void.
Children come into contact with the justice system in many different ways. The Council of Europe Guidelines
on Child-friendly Justice indicate the principles that should apply before, during and after a wide range of
civil, criminal and administrative judicial proceedings. Thanks also to the support of the European Union, the
CoE Guidelines are now reaching more and more professionals in the field of justice. This crucial work has to
continue and all are recommended to use the Guidelines in their work with and for children. Access to a childfriendly justice system is relevant in all areas: challenging discrimination or the expulsion from school; seeking
remedies as a result of neglect or abuse; and establishing the truth once wrongly accused of an offence
or witnessing a crime. There is a particular concern regarding the situation of children involved with the
criminal justice system as victims, witnesses or alleged offenders. In spite of the strong normative foundation
established by international human rights standards, the gap between norms and practice continues to be
wide.
The United Nations Model Strategies and Practical Measures on the Elimination of Violence against Children
in the Field of Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice were prepared to address these challenges. There are
five areas where the Model Strategies can make a real difference.
Firstly, in order to ensure that the criminal justice system respects and protects children’s rights, legislation
should provide a clear and comprehensive prohibition of all forms of violence: including the use of violence
as a form of discipline, correction, control or sentencing. Any justifications that allow for parental or other
consent to violence on the grounds of culture, tradition, honour or religion should be removed from legislation.
Furthermore, legislation needs to set the minimum age of criminal responsibility in line with international
standards, and decriminalize status offences and survival behaviours that penalize the most vulnerable
children in society, as is the case in some countries of children in street situations who are often running away
from violent homes or communities. In the case of plural legal systems, legislation should clearly establish
the supremacy of international human rights standards, rather than allowing for harmful customary practices
to prevail.
Secondly, deprivation of liberty should be used as a measure of last and not first resort, but for this to happen,
legislation needs to provide a range of appropriate non-custodial options for diverting children away from the
criminal justice system, such as restorative justice, warnings, probation, and community-based programmes.
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Around the world, there is a general lack of alternative non-custodial options and community-based
programmes that promote the child’s rehabilitation and reintegration. In many countries, the criminal
justice system is still being used as a substitute for weak or non-existent child protection systems which
generates the criminalisation and stigmatisation of children who are particularly at risk, including those
who are homeless, those living or working on the street, or those who have fled their countries because of
war or unrest. As a result, thousands of children continue to be deprived of liberty as a first response rather
than as a last resort, and in many cases await trial for long periods of time. Many of these children are held
in inhumane conditions, where they risk torture, violence, sexual abuse and humiliating treatment by staff
as a form of control, discipline or punishment. The Global Study on Children Deprived of Liberty, currently
under preparation, will shed light on this important issue and make recommendations to prevent detention
and protect children’s rights.
Thirdly, to prevent children coming into contact with the criminal justice system and lower the risk of
incidents of violence, it is critical to develop strong and cohesive national child protection systems. The
root causes of child poverty and social exclusion must be addressed, universal birth registration provided
to all, and access to basic social services of quality to children guaranteed. Moreover, young people at risk
need to benefit from social support to prevent situations where they are targeted by violence or used in
criminal activities.
Institutionalised cooperation and coordination is key for any successful crime prevention programme. Child
protection, child welfare, health services, schools, law enforcement and criminal justice agencies all have
critical and complementary roles to play in keeping children away from the criminal justice system. Indeed,
the justice system cannot work in isolation and can be of decisive support in preventing violence and crime,
and in ensuring the long-lasting reintegration of children.
Fourthly, all professionals working with and for children need to acquire better knowledge and skills.
Effective training should be given to all relevant law enforcement and justice officials in the formal and
informal justice system, including police, prosecutors, the judiciary, probation officers, lawyers, social
workers, facilitators and mediators. The training should provide child-sensitive skills to promote dialogue,
management of emotions and mediation of conflict, in addition to securing the safety of child participants.
It should explain child rights principles and relevant legislation, and be accompanied by clear guidance and
standard operating procedures for practitioners.
Finally, children are at risk of violence at all times in the criminal justice process, including the child victims
and witnesses who should be protected from the risk of re-victimization by the justice system itself. This
includes the countless cases where children are asked to tell their stories over and over again in front of
different authorities, who themselves still so often lack the specialised skills to deal with children and
understand their fear and trauma.
It is crucial to develop strong accountability and enforcement mechanisms to prevent violence, to
investigate abuses and hold accountable those responsible for incidents of violence against children. It is
essential to monitor places of detention, including through unannounced visits of independent child rights
institutions. Monitoring institutions should be able to meet safely and confidentially with children, ensuring
all have access to support in safeguarding their rights, and issuing public recommendations for mandatory
follow-up. These mechanisms need to be well-publicized and made accessible by all children, ensuring
confidentiality, safety from reprisal and providing for a prompt and speedy response and follow-up. They
should apply both to victims and witnesses, as well as those accused of offences.
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Marking the 10th anniversary of the UN Study on Violence
against Children and accelerating implementation of the
2030 Agenda are opportunities that provide good reason
for optimism for the strengthened protection of children’s
rights.
But alongside these opportunities comes a special
responsibility – to place the elimination of violence against
children at the heart of the policy agenda of every nation,
and to transform it from a concern of a few into an urgent
priority for all.
The best way to avoid leaving children behind is to put them
first!

High Time to End Violence against Children
This is the spirit behind the social mobilisation initiative High
Time to End Violence against Children launched in early 2016.
The High Time initiative is a reminder of the urgency of our
cause – every year more than half of the world’s children suffer
some form of violence, often with irreversible effects in their
health, school performance, and capacity to face adversity
and relate to others. It is indeed high time to end all forms
of violence against children and to close the gap between
the important normative and policy commitments made and
the action needed to translate this goal into a reality for all
children. It is high time to address the root causes of violence
and promote a culture of respect for children’s rights and
of zero tolerance of violence. It is high time to mobilise all
those who can actively engage in the creation of circles of
non-violence in children’s homes, schools and communities:
governments, institutions, civil society organizations, the
private sector and individual citizens, including children and
young people.
The leadership and commitment of Malta is inspiring
critical action both in the country and beyond. It will be a
privilege to continue to collaborate in the journey towards
a world defined by respect for children’s human dignity
and by fairness and opportunities, instead of violence and
vulnerabilities.
In the countdown to 2030, everybody counts and everybody
is needed! The sum of all our forces must be zero: Zero
tolerance!
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JUSTICE FOR CHILDREN IN ALTERNATIVE CARE: COUNCIL OF EUROPE STANDARDS
AND TOOLS
Regina Jensdottir, Head of the Children’s Rights Division, Council of Europe
Your Excellency, Ladies and Gentlemen, Colleagues,
A well-known quote, of somewhat uncertain origin, tells us that there are only two lasting things we can
hope to give children.
One of these is roots….the other, wings.
Roots, to provide stability, which lets children grow and develop, if they are well cared for, and if they have
access to their rights; and wings, which symbolise the opportunity to explore, to move above and beyond,
to “reach the heights”. It is therefore of no small importance that the new Council of Europe Strategy for the
Rights of the Child, launched this year, has the mantra of “Reaching the Heights for the Rights of the Child”.
First, however, let us begin with the roots. These most clearly come from the family environment. In many
of our recommendations to Member States – the countries which make up the Council of Europe – we have
called for keeping families together as a priority, so long as this is in the best interests of the child. It is also
seen in Article 8, the right to family-life, of the European Convention on Human Rights. This Convention
is the founding text of the Council of Europe. Yet across our 47 member States, an estimated 1.5 million
children live in some form of alternative care, without their parents or guardians. Most of these children have
at least one living parent.
Ladies and gentleman, all matters surrounding alternative care are matters which concern justice for
children. The research is clear. Placing children into residential institutions is detrimental to their social and
behavioural development, and their abilities to build and maintain relationships with others. They are less
likely to perform as well as their peers in school, and there are large gaps in the support they receive upon
leaving these facilities when they turn 18. Cases of abuse, neglect, and a lack of listening to the voices of
children, are all of big concern. Access to these children’s basic social and civil rights are at stake.
1. How to avoid placement; or to create a family-like environment that is community-based?
In light of this, we must first ensure that families and parents, as well as social services, are given enough
support, in order to avoid placing these children in alternative care altogether.
We know that poverty in families, and exclusion from society, can lead to parents struggling to make ends
meet, and to fully support their children. Studies have shown that the effects of cuts to services and benefits
have a much larger effect upon children, especially for those in families with only one parent. These difficulties
also increase the risk of violence within the home. To help these families to cope, we must provide enough
social and welfare support. This is explained in the Council of Europe’s recommendation on children’s rights,
for social services to be friendly to children and families. The progress of the recommendation has been
analysed in a recent report, which can also be a source for good practices, and in finding the problems
which still exist. I should also mention that children’s and families’ access to resources and services is
guaranteed under the European Social Charter, which is another key human rights text at the Council of
Europe. The European Committee on Social Rights is the body which looks at how States are delivering on
these promises. In 2015 it found that 31% of cases on children, family and migrants were falling short of the
Charter’s guarantees, which indicates that the situation for these groups of people is even worse than in
2011. Clearly, efforts must be stepped up here.
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Tackling violence is the aim of the Council of Europe’s policy guidelines on Integrated National Strategies
for the Protection of Children from Violence. In addition, we have produced many tools and standards on
corporal punishment (hitting a child), and on positive parenting (raising children without violence). These
can be used to help prevent cases of mistreatment within the home. On this subject, I am delighted to see
that Malta has now banned corporal punishment in all settings, including the home. This is real progress for
protecting children’s rights, and serving their best interests within the family environment.
For children with disabilities, it is important to ensure that their particular needs and rights can be taken
care of by families, schools and local services. We must support these individuals through sufficient
financial, psychological and social training and help. The Recommendation on community living of children
with disabilities has detailed guidance and standards on this. The Council of Europe’s Commissioner for
Human Rights has also continued to encourage education systems which are inclusive for all children, and
particularly for children with disabilities, through his work.
Despite all efforts, there will always be times when alternative care is the only option. In this case, we must
try to create an environment that is similar to living with a family and in a community for these children.
Our standards recommend small, homely places to live, with each child’s specific needs cared for and
looked at regularly. Giving children foster families, therefore, is a particularly good practice, and it is highly
encouraging to see, from the European Committee on Social Rights’ most recent conclusions, that Malta
prioritises foster care.
2. How to ensure that the rights of children living in residential institutions are respected, and quality
standards are applied?
Residential institutions are forms of alternative care, where children are placed in large homes with many
other children – such as orphanages, or places where children with serious illnesses or disabilities can
receive extra care. Where children remain in residential institutions, they must be allowed to enjoy all of
their human rights. That is made clear by the Council of Europe’s recommendation on children living in
these places. This means that enough resources, training and staff-members must be provided. Sometimes,
children placed within residential institutions may get better, or become more independent, and will no
longer need to receive such specialised care. If this is so, they should be allowed to return to their families.
Their needs must therefore be regularly checked, and they must always be supported in remaining in
contact with the outside world. The Council of Europe can provide help on this through its Guide for
Professionals working in alternative care.
Children within these institutions are at increased risks of suffering violence, abuse and neglect. A lack of
holding individuals to responsibility, and a trend of shaming and silencing victims of abuse, both contribute
towards making this terrible situation worse. Providing children with a life free from violence is a main
aim of our new Strategy for the Rights of the Child, as well as the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Violence within institutions, therefore, must be addressed urgently. Firstly, residential institutions must be
reviewed by independent experts, and effective ways for children to complain about their treatment must
be made available. These are obligations which are found in numerous Council of Europe standards, from
the European Committee on the Prevention of Torture, to our Child-Friendly Justice Guidelines. We have
also helped to produce guidelines on monitoring places where children are deprived of their liberty, which
can be used when reviewing residential institutions.
At the Council of Europe, we are aiming to break down barriers in talking about abuse. Our Lanzarote
Convention for the Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse is a key document
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in this area. The Lanzarote Committee, who check how well Member States are fulfilling their promises from
the Convention, published its first implementation report this year. It has made several recommendations for
Malta to improve its law or practices, and I would echo encouragement for them to do so today.
The Convention has also been backed up by campaign, and awareness-raising materials, which include a
children’s bed-time story and video, Kiko and the Hand. We are very pleased to see the work of the Office
of the Commissioner for Children in Malta, who have made a lot of effort to make sure that children across
the country have access to the story. The campaign has also led to the creation of a European Day to Stop
Child Sex Abuse, celebrated every 18th November. This year will be the second edition of the day. For last
year’s edition, over 40 initiatives across member States were organised. To mark the occasion, we created
another short awareness-raising video in numerous languages, which teaches children about their rights,
and about ways of getting help. With your permission, I would therefore like to show you all this video-clip,
which is called “Tell Someone You Trust”.
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Video Monologue:
“It was my mum’s birthday. She was having a party with some neighbours and friends from work.
It was getting late, so me and my brother went to bed. Just as I was about to go to sleep, I heard
someone coming up the stairs. The door opened, and one of my mum’s friends was standing there.
The man made me do things that I felt ashamed about. Things that I didn’t want to tell anyone
about. As he walked out, I heard him opening the door to my brother’s room. A few weeks later,
me and my brother were watching the news together, when a story about sexual violence came
on. It showed that there are some people who want to use children’s bodies for their own sexual
pleasure - sexual abuse. And there are also people who want to make money from using children
sexually - sexual exploitation. The next day I was still thinking about what I had seen on the TV. So
I build up the courage to tell my teacher what had happened to me and my brother. The teacher
said it’s very brave to talk about this kind of thing, and very important. It can happen to boys and
girls, and a simple rule to remember is that anything covered by your underwear is yours, and
that no one is allowed to do anything that makes you feel uncomfortable or ashamed. My teacher
explained that it wasn’t my fault, and that I was right to talk to her about it. If it happens to you
or someone you know, you should always talk to someone you trust. My teacher told me the most
important thing now, is that me and my brother get help, so we can move on from what happened
and stay safe. I know from now on the man who came to my room will not hurt me or my brother,
or any other children again.
The country you live in has made a series of promises to help keep children safe, in a document
called the Lanzarote Convention. The first promise is that children who seek help will be taken
seriously, and the second is that adults who abuse or exploit children will be stopped. And thirdly,
children who have been abused will be helped to recover. If you, or someone else you know might
be in danger, tell someone you trust and who can help, or call the helpline number of your county
if you’re unsure what to do. And don’t forget, every child has the right to be safe and protected.”

On that, inspirational note, I warmly invite you all to consider ways in which you, your organisations, your
governments, or your schools, would like to take part in the day: it is open to everyone, and everyone has a
role to play.

3. Focus: Refugee and migrant children in alternative care
I would like to take a moment to focus on child refugees and migrants, who are an already very vulnerable
group. These children find themselves often alone in a foreign country. Whether they hope to be reunited
with family members across other parts of Europe, or whether they have come here alone, it is important
that their human rights are respected, including through the care that they receive.
To avoid placing these children into alternative care, we can help families to be reunited across Europe,
through effective and timely processes which are in the best interests of the child. The European Court of
Human Rights has given guidance here. But this, sadly, does not reflect the reality in Europe - something
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which is made clear by the reports of our Special Representative on Migration and Refugees, Ambassador
Bocek. Reuniting families often needs two, or more, countries to cooperate closely with one another. Now,
more than ever, governments of different countries, as well as law enforcement, immigration and child
protection authorities, must find ways of working together, to provide much-needed systems of support for
these children and their families.
Where refugee and migrant children are placed into care, the same standards should apply as to any other
child. Yet how to decide whether someone is a child, if they have no passport or other official document?
Methods used to find out the ages of refugees and migrants are often criticised for being too invasive and
inaccurate. That is why our new Ad hoc Committee for the Rights of the Child will develop policy guidelines,
by 2017, on ways to assess age, which are up-to-date and respectful of children’s human rights.
Sometimes, migrants and refugees are put in places which severely restrict their ability to move around
freely – detention centres. This is done when authorities are processing their applications to remain in
a country, or where there is no other appropriate space. But there is increasing agreement that migrant
and refugee children should never be put in these places. Instead, when they are first being received or
registered in a new country, they should be given accommodation and facilities that are appropriate for
their age. They should have access to education, to health and to justice. After all, these are children who
have often gone through so much to get to Europe: we should not add to this by treating them like criminals
when they arrive. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has therefore decided, last year, to
join the Campaign to End Immigration Detention of Children, and is very active in raising awareness for this
cause.
There are other complications for unaccompanied child refugees and migrants. These children face legal and
administrative procedures which were designed for adults, and often in a language they do not speak. It is
therefore highly important that they are supported and helped by capable, and specially-trained, guardians.
The Ad hoc committee for the rights of the child will contribute to this, by producing practical guidelines on
guardians for child refugees and migrants.
We also must consider what happens to these children once they reach the age of 18, and become adults.
They will often need continued help with education and finances, yet this help is not always available when
they leave care. Our Youth Centre organises study sessions, and has produced a study-report, with the UN
Refugee Agency, which show that this problem is particularly difficult for young refugees and migrants. Their
study-report has guidelines and good practices, which can be used to help young refugees and migrants
during this transition phase; and the Council of Europe’s programme on Life Projects for Unaccompanied
Minors can also provide inspiration and guidance.
4. How can children participate meaningfully in decisions about their care? How can the justice system
become more child-friendly?
Finally, in all of the situations I have discussed today, it is of the highest importance that children can
participate meaningfully in decisions about their care; and that any part of the justice system with which
they come into contact is child-friendly.
Informing and educating children about their rights is a first step. Among our many child-friendly products,
the comic brochure on alternative care is particularly relevant. Children must also be given accessible
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information, in a language they understand, during any procedures. The Council of Europe’s guidelines on
child-friendly justice can be used as a base for turning this into a reality.
Children must be listened to about decisions which affect their lives, and their best interests must always
be the main focus. This is made clear in the European Court of Human Rights’ case-law. It also means that
children in care must be given effective ways of making complaints, and that they are given real opportunities
to provide their thoughts, opinions and feedback. For children with disabilities, in particular, the Council of
Europe’s standards state that member States should make sure that these children can increasingly make
decisions about their daily lives, according to their own, personal capabilities.
In these ways, we can give children a sense of dignity and freedom, and encourage meaningful forms of
participation.
Conclusion
Care, and alternative care, must provide children with a nurturing environment for them to grow and develop.
To be given these roots is a human right. It is also important for their futures – so that they can grasp the
skills and opportunities, “the wings”, needed to reach their heights.
This is what justice in alternative care must stand for, and what we all must aim towards.
Thank you.
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DISCUSSION
Tonio Azzopardi, Human Rights Lawyer
I would like to highlight a particularly sensitive point. Unfortunately, I had to defend a person who was
wrongly convicted of defilement of his own child, his own daughter. The police took two years to investigate
a case. In 2004, they charged the father with defilement of his daughter. He was found guilty by the Court of
Magistrates. The judgment was confirmed by the Court of Criminal Appeal, notwithstanding my protestations
for 7 years, that the person standing in the dock was an innocent person. He was condemned to a term of
imprisonment, which he started to serve – he served 400 days in prison. In the meantime, I had commenced
constitutional redress proceedings. During those proceedings – since the child had attained the age of 18
years, I could question her directly, face to face, not via video conferencing as had previously been the case.
And I was able to show the court that that child was lying, and had been trained very well by someone
to lie. Following that, the Commissioner for Police accepted to appoint an experienced police inspector
to investigate our allegations - which he did. These came to fruition when the court of criminal inquiry, a
magistrate, found that the child had been lying, and presented her report within a matter of days, so that
this person could have a chance before the Maltese criminal justice system. The child was arraigned in court,
and so was the mother. It pointed to a particular person. The reason I am highlighting this is… where was the
psychiatrist who said that the child was acting normally? I say that the child was behaving as a person who
was compelled to commit perjury. Where were the social workers and the police?
Ruth Farrugia
It’s interesting that the first question was of this nature. I thank you for putting the question forward. Many
a time this is the reaction to when children do try to access justice. That there is an issue there, and that
we should not believe what they’re saying. And of course, in the example that you’re mentioning, there was
actually grounds for that. But of course, that is a double-edged sword. Let’s take a couple more questions.
Anna Vella, working with substance-abusing mothers and their children
My question is a bit different. I worry, and I am noticing, that children would prefer to be silent about their
plights and about their problems. Just to give an example, we had a terrible murder lately, and I was working
with the children, and hearing the carers talking about them. And they were saying ‘the children are alright,
they’ve settled down’. Now my question was – it took me years to get over a death within the family, even
though the person was older, and it was accepted that she would die. How can a three or four-year-old
accept murder in the case of their mother? So my question is, should we instigate children to talk if they are
silent, and they have a lot of hurt, and we know that they shouldn’t be silent?
Andrew Azzopardi, Head of Safeguarding Commission, the Church of Malta
I wanted to thank Her Excellency for organizing this conference and giving us the opportunity to put
children, and children’s rights, high on the agenda. It’s always important to give a voice to children. I was
interested in listening to the presentations on alternative care. Whereas it is very important to focus on
keeping children in their natural families, where this is possible, I’m not sure I agree with the tone of voice
when we talk about alternative care, because for the children in alternative care, this is their only hope. And
in Malta, my personal calculation is that we have 0.3% of children as a population in care, which - when you
compare it to England - have double the amount of children in care. The quality of care needs to be the
highest possible. I’m not sure, when we speak in this tone, whether we are doing a service or a disservice
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to children in care, because children do get these messages, either directly through the media, who are
present here today, or even through professionals, or family and friends. Whereas I’m sure everybody in this
room would agree that children should be with their families - if not with their immediate family then their
extended family - in a very, very small percentage of cases, and I quoted 0.3% (that is my calculation by
the way, not an official figure) that need to live in alternative care, they need to do so because they are for
one reason or another abused in their family. So to put their rights on the agenda, we need to ensure that
alternative care standards are met, and that they are high. But I also think that we need to change our tone
when we talk about alternative care, be it for foster care, residential, whatever type of care it is. The reason
being that for these children, it is their only hope. I think Dr Azzopardi’s case is quite a specific case, and
we’re not here to unpick it. However, I definitely agree with Dr Farrugia – I have worked in child abuse for
a number of years, both locally and in England, and the first response to any allegation is ‘oh it’s not true,
they’re lying.’ And I think that in terms of re-framing the justice system, retraining social work practice and
police practice, we need to learn how to give children more of a voice, and understand when children are
lying or not. In my experience, in the very small minority of times when children are lying, there is usually a
reason why. I wouldn’t want a conference which is called ‘Access to Justice for Vulnerable Children’, if the
tone or the message is that children lie when it comes to allegations, because in actual fact research and
experience shows the opposite.
Marta Santos Pais, UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence against Children
All these questions are obviously complex. There is no magic wand that makes cases simple. I deeply believe
in the values of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, because by recognizing the rights of children,
this doesn’t transform into a duty and a responsibility that children assume instead of adults, family, or
others. I’m starting with the second question in fact, because I think it’s very important that we recognize
the right of children to participate. This of course implies that we should inform the child on what the
questions on the table are, what the options are, and what the consequences are. In this scenario, do you
feel like talking, or do you prefer not to talk? If you talk, what protection is there for you, as a child telling
a traumatic story, to have the needed assistance and support? And in order for the child not to be revictimized with the ambition of establishing the truth, which is a very big challenge for all of us? This brings
me quickly back to the first question – for those of us who are lawyers - and I am a lawyer too - we see justice
as a way of helping to establish the truth. That is a very important objective. However, the justice to reach
the truth needs to be supportive of all who are involved, especially those who are not experts on the topic.
And when it comes to children, as we heard from the last speaker, and from all the work that we do with so
many professionals, children share very little compared to all the cases they should talk about, or could talk
about. We miss so many circumstances when we could prevent dramatic traumatization from moving into
adult life, leading to self-harm and so many other dramatic situations, because we didn’t provide the right
support.
I think the case that you had described shows a number of things, certainly that it would have been important
to have supported that child in whatever trauma he or she – she, I understand - was going through, so that
her contribution to the proceedings would have been reassuring for her and her anxiety, and certainly
trauma, but also for the truth. No one can celebrate somebody becoming innocently convicted, of course.
But that doesn’t mean that there was not another story that the child could have wished to tell, and perhaps
it was missed. However, the second thing that I take from your important contribution is that we very
often fail to provide to the child the legal and other appropriate assistance the child requires - it may be a
Guardian ad Litem, it may be a psychologist, it may be someone who, from a drawing, understands what is
behind a story. When that happens we are just looking to quickly solve another case. Having been involved
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in court work sometimes, that’s the pressure that we feel. That cannot be the case for children. That is why
child-sensitive justice is so fundamental - for the child to go through the proceedings as a way of feeling
relieved, of feeling reassured, of feeling protected, and of contributing to establishing the truth. It is certainly
complicated, but I think that we need to trust what the child is saying, and very often trust what the child
doesn’t find the courage to share. And that’s probably more cases than otherwise.
The last brief point is on the question of alternative care. As you know, a few years ago, the United Nations
adopted a set of guidelines on alternative care, which are informed by so many good practices in Europe
and elsewhere. What we all share is that we would love for families to be the best place for children to grow
up. And it is upon us to support families to be the best – that means the state supporting the family, the
community being sensitive to the issues, supporting inclusion, and not leaving people at the periphery of
society, which so often happens (particularly with single parents, unemployed parents, and so many issues).
Alternative care has many degrees and many solutions. We see the institution as the last resort, because
very often it is too big, it is too insensitive, and children become numbers, they become cases - they don’t
become the human person we want to support. So we try to look into the wide family, foster care, and so
many other options. However, if there is a residential care institution, of course as you said, we need to have
the best standards, we need to have the best professionals, we need to have the best monitoring systems
in place, and all day, every day. We need to be guided by the best interests of children. It’s not a drop-off
where we forget children, but unfortunately around the world there are many, and that’s what we don’t want
to see happen.
Regina Jensdottir, Head of the Child Rights Division of the Council of Europe
Regarding the first case, this is not the only case in our Member States where we have seen an innocent
person put into detention following the child participating in judicial proceedings. We have worked to
address that dilemma in a particular way, because it is extremely important that a child is be able to report
when he or she has been a victim of violence, and it is important for us to understand and to believe the
child. However, it is very challenging for a child to have to explain and to report to ten different people
about the trauma that they have experienced. In some of our Member States, and through the work of the
Lanzarote committee, and the Convention, we have identified practices which are positive and help the
judicial authorities, and child protection services to really understand and help the child through specific
child interviews. This model is what we call Children’s Houses. They are houses where there is a special
person that is specially trained to interview the child, and the child only speaks to that person. This way
the child doesn’t have to repeat their story ten different times. I’m sure many of you are familiar with this
system. I think this is one of the best ways of making sure that the testimony of the child is solid. Experience
has shown that the quality of the testimony is much better, and it is easier both for the child and for the
professionals. It avoids convictions which are not just or right, while respecting the way in which the child
communicates. I think this is very difficult, which is why we have to put a lot of effort into making sure
that the child can provide their testimony in good conditions, and in the right manner. We try to convey
the importance of having conditions for children which allow the child to speak, and to express his or her
grievances and to explain what really happened.
Concerning the need of whether to force children to speak when they have suffered a certain trauma, I
think the first thing is to take care of the child. To make sure that the best interests of the child is at the
forefront of any action which is taken in that particular situation. If a child that is not ready to speak about
the trauma, then you’re not going to be able to force that child to speak about it. You need to think first of
all of what is in the best interests of the child, and you need to surround yourselves with professionals that
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are able to surround the child, in order for it to get better and for the child to eventually provide information
regarding the crime, which of course is devastating. Concerning the last intervention, I fully agree with what
you have said of course, and I’m sorry if I conveyed a message which was not positive for the children. Most
children in alternative care probably have access to excellent care, whether it is foster care or residential
institutions. However, I think that the main aim, and the main message, is that children should grow up in
a family environment. That’s the basic message, while only in the best interests. So when it is in the best
interests of the child, then of course residential institutions and foster care need to welcome the child, and
this is probably a huge opportunity for a lot of children.
John Cachia, Commissioner for Mental Health
I invited the Maltese Society two weeks ago to think about mental health on a daily basis. I repeat this
appeal here today, because I think in all that has been said up to now, there is a mental health and wellbeing
component which must be at the forefront, or at the back of the mind, of everybody working in this area.
These are vulnerable people whose mental disorders and mental illnesses and mental problems may not
appear in the first week or the first month, but will come back unless they’re dealt with eventually. And
I say this with ample proof, because on my desk every day I receive requests from psychiatrists to keep
people against their will. And when you add them all up, when you look slightly deeper, you will always
find vulnerability, violence - issues that would have happened in the past, which are the root cause of
these problems. So my appeal here today is – think of mental health and wellbeing issues whenever we’re
speaking of vulnerable children in the justice system, because it is a major issue that is going to cost years
and years of hardship and poverty.
Daniela Zerafa, Social Work lecturer at the University of Malta, and foster carer
Basically I would like to build on the 0.3% of Andrew’s personal calculation, because it is very much in line
with results from my recent doctoral research about child protection decision-making in Malta, which show
that social workers take the decision to remove children from parental care when they have tried every other
possibility to keep children with the family. So this research basically shows that social workers within child
protection services do everything in their powers, and make use of all the resources available. Obviously
there is always room for more resources to be developed, and they need more resources there, but social
workers are definitely making use of everything they have available to keep children within their biological
families. I think that the 0.3 rough percentage indicates that the children who are residing in foster care
or residential care in Malta then deserve the very best. If they are being taken away from their biological
families in an extreme situation of abuse and neglect, then they certainly deserve the best access to justice
which we can offer them. One other result from this research shows that the 25 children who I looked at, and
who had a care order issued and were subsequently removed from home, had had their families followed for
about 6 years on average by child protection services, before this decision was taken. So I make reference
to the importance of roots, and wings. Children, who cannot establish roots within their biological families,
where professionals have tried everything to give these children the possibility of doing so, deserve timely
decisions so that these roots can then be established within another context, and preferably within another
family. It is heart-breaking to see children in Malta still spending long years in residential care. These children
would have been placed in residential care from a very young age, at times from birth, moving from one
institution to another. I think it is very difficult to establish roots and develop wings when you’re moving
from one place to another, changing carers, and changing shifts of carers. So basically my point is that we
need to focus on timely decisions, and decisions which take into account the children’s timescales, and the
timescales of children’s development. I think that this is a challenge which we are facing in Malta at present,
especially since in Parliament the bill regarding child protection is still being discussed. Thank you.
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Ruth Farrugia, Director-General of the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
Thank you very much, I’m sure that a number of the issues which you raise will be dealt with in the second
session. We have Danielle from IFCO, and we have other people who will be talking about that. One last question.
Marianne Gauci, Manager from the National Social Work agency, Appogg
Rather than a burning question, I wanted to link up with some of the speakers and reiterate some of these
messages. With regards to Dr Anna Vella’s comment about the carers, and about the children whose mother
was murdered - I repeat what Dr Jensdottir said, that this is the point where it is important for professionals
and carers to be experts, and skilled in understanding children, and understanding their silence and what it
means. Particularly if they were traumatized at that moment, and they didn’t want to speak. It is important
to give them the message that when you want to speak, people will be there to help you and understand
you. Also, in terms of the comment about the Children’s House – I don’t know if you’re aware but in Malta,
the Ministry for Social policy as well as the Chief executive for the Foundation for Social Welfare Agency, of
which Appogg is part, as well as the ministry representatives and staff representatives, have been to Iceland
and other countries to observe how these houses work. I believe there is even judiciary present in these
houses to interview children, and to prevent the trauma of children having to go to a very daunting court
room, and through the court system.
Linking to the last comment about how long social work investigations take, the draft Child Protection Bill,
which is in the second or third reading in parliament at the moment, is setting time limits within which those
investigations have to be conducted, so that you don’t have children hanging in limbo as to what their future
is going to be. The last comment I want to put forward is that we should all evaluate our society – is it still a
patriarchal society, is it adult-focused? If it is, I think we all need to start challenging that and make it more
child-focused. Thank you.
Marta Santos Pais, UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence against Children
Very quickly. Thank you for touching on mental health. Around the world, there are around 2% of countries
beyond our European hemisphere with specialized services on mental health for children. Children suffering
trauma are certainly affected in their mental health, and very often this is missed. In some cases, they are
deprived of liberty, and we miss so many opportunities and stages, so no doubt we need to take it into
consideration as part of this big scenario. On the other important questions – the first thing I would like to
say, and I think you will all agree, is that the sense of time for a child is very different than the one for an
adult. If it takes 6 years to take a decision, it’s an eternity. However, we don’t want to rush decisions either.
We need to be able to have the skills and the services working together in such a manner that that eternity
is not another traumatic circumstance in the child’s life. It cannot be. It’s too pressing for children. In many
areas of the world, in Central Eastern Europe for instance, in Latin America, countries are progressively
committing not to place any child in residential care before the age of 3. Why is this? It is because those
first 3 years are decisive for the child, and they are also decisive for the bonding between parents and
children. That’s where we need to invest in and support the best possible environment for children, and not
let things grow out of hand. And even then, we have the best possible residential care, but not always the
best residential care for children.
I just wanted to also share another experience. In some countries in Europe I have been witnessing a very
interesting way of addressing some of these issues, which is to listen to the voice of children who have
been in residential care. To listen to the way they have assessed the services, the court, the social worker
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– so many aspects. I recently met a girl in Norway,
who was telling the government and the policy
makers what needs to change for the services to
provide the best response. And if we don’t engage
with children in all these circumstances, we really
miss getting the best we can get. And that is the
encouragement I would leave with you.
Regina Jensdottir, Head of the Child Rights
Division of the Council of Europe
Mental health issues, particularly of children, are
very important, so thank you for bringing that up.
We have, through our work on children deprived
of liberty, looked at it very carefully, because very
often these children get side-tracked and get
placed in detention. And I think that we need to
be extremely careful to bear that in mind, and to
understand that these children need support and
not punishment. They need care, and they need a
structure, a framework, and people that they can
trust, so I appreciate that you brought this up.
Concerning children in care, I think it is a very fine
line - the decision to take a child from their family
and place them in care. I think in those particular
situations we need a very solid framework, because
we cannot leave it to an individualised decision
of one individual, one adult or social worker - we
need a framework, we need a structure, and we
need quality. It needs to be anchored in a reflected
and solid decision, based on the standards that we
already have. So for me it should not be a spur of
the moment decision. It needs to be a very wellfounded decision, and a decision which is taken
with the child or the young person as well. It
needs to be considered. I believe that that covers
the questions I wanted to respond to, and I want
to thank you again for allowing us to bring these
issues to the agenda.
Ruth Farrugia, Director-General of the President’s
Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
Thank you very much to both of you, it is wonderful
to speak to people who are so passionate about
the subject, I wish we could continue. Please join
your hands in thanking Marta Santos Pais and
Regina Jensdottir.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
CHILD-FRIENDLY JUSTICE FROM THE CHILD’S PERSPECTIVE
Astrid Podsiadlowski, Head of Sector on Rights of the Child, European Union Agency for Fundamental
Rights (FRA)
Asylum-Seeking Children
Thank you very much for inviting me to your National Conference on Child Wellbeing and giving me the
opportunity to talk about the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights’ work on children and
justice from a child’s perspective, particularly focusing on children who have become victims of violence,
and asylum-seeking children.
Based on an estimate of the European Commission’s study (www.childreninjudicialproceedings.eu), there
are approximately 2 and a half million children involved in judicial proceedings per year. There are clear
European and international human rights instruments in place that recognise the importance of child
participation in judicial proceedings. In its EU Agenda for the Rights of the Child, the European Commission
noted that a lack of reliable and comparable data was obstructing the development and implementation
of evidence-based policies. To address this lack of data, the European Commission and FRA took stock of
existing work in this area.
The European Commission has analysed the legal situation in 28 Member States, as well as gathered
statistical data on child participation in criminal, civil and administrative proceedings (www.
childreninjudicialproceedings.eu). The Agency’s research on child-friendly justice complements the
Commission’s research with information on the experiences and perspectives of professionals and children
on child participation in judicial proceedings (http://fra.europa.eu/en/project/2012/children-and-justice).
Agency’s research on child-friendly justice
To gain a comprehensive understanding of the situation, the Agency conducted interview-based fieldwork
research in 10 EU Member States, selected to reflect diverse judicial systems and practices regarding the
involvement of children in justice – Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Poland, Romania,
Spain and the United Kingdom.
In its first report on child-friendly justice,1 FRA examined the responses of adults engaging with children in the
context of judicial proceedings by interviewing 574 judges, prosecutors, lawyers, court staff, psychologists,
social workers, interpreters and police officers. The second report that is going to be launched at the
beginning of 2017 examines the responses of 346 children interviewed.2 These children had been involved
in judicial proceedings either as parties to the proceedings, such as in the context of divorce cases or
regarding decisions to place children in care in civil law proceedings, or as witnesses or victims of crimes in
criminal law proceedings with a specific focus on domestic violence, sexual abuse and neglect, providing
an understanding of the diverse experiences and needs of children.

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2015/child-friendly-justice-perspectives-and-experiences-professionals-childrens
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Those interviews were preceded by an extensive preparatory phase, including consultations with 46 children.
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The aim of this research was to identify practices and procedures of the actual treatment of children in criminal
and civil justice proceedings, and to assess how the Council of Europe Guidelines on child-friendly justice are
applied.

“The child will get another trauma when he or she has to go to a hearing again. Usually the child
is already overcoming the situation and trauma, time has passed, and then the case finally gets
to court and it all starts over again. This is horribly complicated.” (Estonia, victim support, female)

This fieldwork research tackles children’s participation in two ways:
1. By its research focus through learning how children’s right to be heard, to be able to voice their views freely,
and for their opinions to be taken seriously, is fulfilled when they participate in judicial proceedings.
2. By its methodology through asking children themselves about their experiences and perspectives of how
they were treated when they were involved in judicial proceedings, either as victims, witnesses or parties to
proceedings, to learn from them what works well and what doesn’t and what this means for them and what
suggestions they would give to improve their participation. This also includes the involvement of children
throughout the research process.
Key findings on child-friendly justice
One major finding is that the professionals’ behaviour is key to making proceedings child-friendly, and is essential
for children to feel safe and comfortable. If children perceive that professionals treat them with respect, are open
and friendly, listen to them, and take their views seriously, they are more likely to feel they have been treated fairly
and in line with their best interests. Professionals whose behaviour children assess positively are also more likely
to use child-friendly hearing locations, and provide age-appropriate and child-friendly information.

Interviewer: “And what do you think is the most important thing to do to ensure child-friendly
conditions? What, in your view, is most important?”
Child: “These people who run the interviews. I think they are the most important – they should be
calm and friendly. It is the key thing.” (Poland, victim, domestic violence case, male, 16 years old)
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Another key finding is that it is very important for children to participate. Complementary to the professionals’
statements, the children emphasised their need to be appropriately informed and supported throughout
proceedings, and that necessary procedural safeguards must be in place for them to be able to participate
effectively. Children and professionals also provided FRA with concrete suggestions of how to make proceedings
more child-friendly, along with a number of promising practices published in the reports.
Protection measures in judicial proceedings
EU Member States and, as appropriate, the EU, should establish procedural safeguards and monitor their
implementation to ensure that all children involved in judicial proceedings are protected from harm, potential
re-traumatisation, secondary victimisation and identification before, during and after proceedings.
Children give clear suggestions on what would increase their sense of protection, which professionals should
take into consideration when choosing protection measures, including: providing them with information about
the presence of the defendant and other elements of the proceedings; offering them the possibility of choosing
whether and who should accompany them during hearings; establishing child-friendly environments; applying
child-sensitive interviewing techniques and; taking children´s opinions into consideration in the informationsharing process.
Coordinated provision of information throughout judicial proceedings
National legal frameworks – both criminal and civil – are usually too general and do not specify whose role it is to
inform children. Thus who fulfils this role varies greatly. In some countries, professionals contradicted each other
when describing who is responsible for informing children. In others, legal ambiguity leads to the involvement
of several professionals.
Children report a wide variety of experiences with being informed. They believe children should be informed by
both their parents and professionals. They usually prefer their parents, but sometimes feel they lack sufficient
knowledge. Children informed by professionals in a child-friendly format and with child-friendly content assess
this positively. To a lesser extent, children noted other sources of information that can be used complementarily
– including internet websites and TV court shows.
Having a continuous support person monitoring the child ensures that the child – and the parents – are adequately
informed, particularly during lengthy trials. This also ensures that the child receives continuous emotional support
by an appropriately trained person. When a single professional is not assigned, the tendency is to under-inform
children. By contrast, where a support person accompanies the child, they often prepare the child and provide
them with information or ensure that the appropriate actors do so. This removes pressure on parents who may
not be in the best position to inform children appropriately.
Agency’s activities related to children in migration
In view of the increasing numbers of refugees, asylum seekers, and migrants entering the EU, the European
Commission asked the Agency to collect data about the fundamental rights situation of people arriving in those
Member States that have been particularly affected by large migration movements. From January 2016 FRA
has published monthly updates that cover a variety of different issues, including child protection, reception
conditions for new arrivals, focusing on the situation of children and other vulnerable people, family tracing, and
family reunification.
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Furthermore, for most of 2016 the Agency has had a small but permanent presence at the hotspots in Greece
to provide real-time fundamental rights assistance to EU actors - particularly the EU border agency, Frontex,
and the European Asylum Support Office - involved in managing asylum and migration flows, including the
development of a common training tool for border guards and asylum officers. The Agency is also looking
into the pros and cons of using biometric identifiers to trace missing children, as part of its fieldwork research
on biometric data in large EU IT systems in the areas of borders, visa and asylum and respective fundamental
rights implications: (http://fra.europa.eu/en/project/2014/biometric-data-large-eu-it-systems-areas-bordersvisa-and-asylum-fundamental-rights).
By December 2016 the Agency will have issued two legal opinions. One legal opinion on the fundamental
rights situation in the hotspots specifically addresses the situation of children, especially of unaccompanied
and separated children, highlighting gaps and making recommendations for measures to safeguard the best
interests of the child. The other legal opinion is a review of the Dublin Regulation and its impact on the rights of
the child. This will assist the EU and Member States in designing and implementing asylum policies that serve
to preserve family unity and uphold the principle of the best interests of the child. In March 2016 the Agency
published a legal opinion on Safe Countries of Origin Lists which highlights that general fundamental rights
implications are to be considered when applying the safe countries of origin concept. This opinion also touches
upon child protection issues. In December 2015 FRA published a legal opinion on ECRIS-TCN (a European system
to exchange criminal record data of third-country nationals). The opinion focuses in particular on the negative
effects the system could have on children. It also stresses however the importance of sharing criminal records to
enable child protection authorities to do a proper vetting of people who are hired to work with children.
Agency’s work on access to justice for children in migration
In the Handbook and reports on guardianship for children deprived of parental care (http://fra.europa.eu/en/
publication/2014/guardianship-children-deprived-parental-care-handbook-reinforce-guardianship), a specific
focus is laid upon child victims of trafficking, including their respective treatment in judicial proceedings. The
research looks at how existing systems respond to the particular needs and vulnerabilities of presumed or identified
child victims, or children at risk of trafficking and exploitation, such as unaccompanied children. The handbook
aims to strengthen the protection of children by assisting national authorities and other stakeholders across
the EU to further develop existing guardianship systems. It seeks to clarify the role of guardians as an essential
component of an integrated child protection system. It underlines the importance of the role of guardians and
legal representatives in preventing and responding to child abuse and exploitation, and in protecting and assisting
child victims of trafficking. By presenting a set of core common principles and key standards, it aims to improve
conditions for children under guardianship, and promote respect for their fundamental rights. Complementary
to the handbook, the comparative report helps to understand better the strengths and weaknesses of national
guardianship systems, and may also assist decision makers to take measures to promote the effective protection
of all children.
Furthermore, the Agency is conducting desk research on immigration detention of children – both unaccompanied
and children with their parents or guardian. The research covers children in asylum or in immigration/return
procedures, and covers all EU Member States. It focuses on detention conditions, covering such issues as access
to health and education, monitoring of detention facilities, and ensuring children’s wellbeing (http://fra.europa.
eu/en/project/2016/migration-detention-children). FRA’s research intends to provide guidance to EU institutions
and Member States on the implementation of child protection safeguards relating to immigration detention of
children. It also intends to support the Council of Europe work on developing European immigration rules on
detention. A publication is planned for the first quarter of 2017.
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The roles of guardians
For the purpose of the handbook, the guardian is considered to be an independent person who safeguards the
child’s best interests and general well-being, and to this effect complements the limited legal capacity of the
child, when necessary, in the same way that parents do. Legal representation is one of the three key functions of
guardianship, along with safeguarding the child’s best interests and ensuring his or her well-being.
The guardian must:
• inform the child of his or her right to legal representation
• ensure that a legal representative be appointed and free legal advice provided whenever the child
is entitled to it;
• monitor the work of professionals providing legal assistance and representation;
• facilitate communication between the child and such professionals when necessary, including by
taking steps to organise the presence of a qualified interpreter;
• where necessary, accompany the child and actively participate in interviews and hearings with the
child.
In addition to such general tasks, the guardian may also play a more specific role which depends on the type of
procedure and the individual child’s situation.
Specifically, for unaccompanied children who are outside their country of origin, a longer-term plan means
finding a ‘durable solution’ that will be in the best interests of the child. The best interests of the child play a
key role in determining a durable solution. In most Member States, no standardised procedure to determine
the most appropriate durable solution based on the best interests of the child has been set up. Furthermore,
legislation does not clearly define the tasks and duties of the guardian concerning the identification of a durable
solution, including family reunification, return or integration into the host society. At the same time, the general
provisions stating that the role of guardians encompasses promoting the best interests of the child clearly extend
to determining a durable solution for unaccompanied children.
Suggestions on the way towards child-friendly justice
A lot more needs to be done to make justice more child-friendly so that children feel safe and comfortable to be
able to express their views freely and participate effectively.
The weight attached to how professionals treat children underscores the need for clear practical guidelines,
training and multi-disciplinary cooperation for all professionals in contact with children.
It has become clear that children heard by trained professionals are less scared and intimidated, and more
appropriately informed, meaning that they can have better access to their rights, and be less influenced in their
statements. This demonstrates the importance of training for all professionals in contact with the child as well as
clear, consistent standards and guidelines on how to inform, hear and support children throughout proceedings.
Knowledge and awareness of international standards are key to their implementation. Respondents’ awareness
was tested by asking them how familiar they were with the Council of Europe guidelines on child-friendly justice,
which specify core requirements on how children should be treated during judicial proceedings. Over half of
the respondents (316 of 544) had never heard of the guidelines prior to this study, and only 72 showed great
familiarity with them.
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Respondents assess professionals’ behaviour towards children much more positively when they have taken
part in targeted training. Professionals regard training about child rights, child hearing techniques, and child
development as particularly important. Furthermore, when professionals cooperate on a case, they assess
children as better prepared, informed and supported, meaning that the children’s participation is facilitated and
their protection better ensured, including shorter proceedings and less hearings of the child.
In this context, the handbook on European law relating to the rights of the child is designed for non-specialist legal
professionals, judges, public prosecutors, child protection authorities, and other practitioners and organisations
responsible for ensuring the legal protection of the rights of the child (http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2015/
handbook-european-law-child-rights).
The Agency’s findings further point at the need for raising children’s awareness of their rights and procedures.
Four short video clips in 10 languages to raise children’s awareness of their rights were launched in October 2015
(http://fra.europa.eu/en/theme/rights-child/videos).

Danielle Douglas, International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO)
Children in Alternative Care
Good morning everyone, and thank you for having me here. It is great to be back in beautiful Malta, and
among such esteemed colleagues. Firstly, a quick run through of what I am going to discuss very briefly
today. To begin, I will share a little about me and my personal and professional background, and also the
International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO), the organisation I am representing today. Next, I will provide
a brief overview of Alternative Care - including definitions and statistics to contextualise it in terms of
child- and youth-friendly justice. Although all aspects of justice will be made reference to in some way
throughout the presentation, I will primarily focus on social justice. Finally, and most importantly, I am
going to share with you some of the opinions and voices of youth in and from care themselves, through a
project IFCO was involved in.
So, a little about me. I wear many different, sometimes conflicting, hats when it comes to the alternative
care system. Firstly, I am on the Board of Directors of IFCO, and have been since 2014, although I have been
working with them on many different projects a lot longer than that. I am a full-time lecturer in Social Care
in Waterford, Ireland and am studying part time for a PhD in Child and Youth Studies at University College
Dublin. Specifically, I am exploring identity construction and how ‘selves’ are developed through time,
space and interactions. I am a freelance Youth Advocacy and Engagement worker and have conducted
training at a national and international level. I was a relative (kinship) carer for three years for two teenage
boys who have both since aged out, and I am also a care leaver myself. I went into care at aged ten and
experienced eight different moves within the system. This myriad of experiences led me to pursue avenues
where care leavers are encouraged to share their stories and experiences, and one of the places that
provides that forum is the International Foster Care Organisation.
IFCO is the only international network dedicated solely to the promotion and support of quality alternative
family-based care across the world. The organisation celebrated 35 years this year with a big party at our
regional conference in Sheffield, UK. Essentially IFCO offers a multi-cultural forum for children, young
people, families, carers, professionals, academics, researchers, volunteers, media and policy makers to
meet, share experiences, and support each other. If anybody is interested there is more info available at
www.ifco.info, www.facebook.com/IFCO.info or @IFCOinfo. Just to note also, IFCO held a conference here
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in Malta in 2007, which was my first ever IFCO conference, and I am delighted to say we will be back in November
2017 for our International Conference. I see my fellow board member John Role here so if you have any questions
regarding that you can direct them to him. We hope as many of you as possible will join us for that.
So, let’s get to the topic at hand. What is Alternative Care? Alternative care may look like many different
things depending on the country where it is experienced. However, there are two key forms of care,
namely informal and formal care provision. Informal care is any private arrangement provided in a family
environment, whereby the child is looked after on an ongoing or indefinite basis by relatives or friends
(informal kinship care), or by others in their individual capacity, at the initiative of the child, his/her parents
or other person, without this arrangement having been ordered by an administrative or judicial authority
or a duly accredited body (NGO Working Group on Children without Parental Care, 2013). Although
statistically speaking it is likely that more children in alternative care across the globe experience this form
of care, the type of care I am referring to here today is formal care, and all that it encompasses. Formal
care is all care provided in a family environment which has been ordered by a competent administrative
body or judicial authority, and all care provided in a residential environment, including in private facilities,
whether or not as a result of administrative or judicial measures (UN Guidelines on Alternative Care for
Children, 2009). Alternative care is also defined as “care for orphans and other vulnerable children who are
not under the custody of their biological parents. It includes adoption, foster families, guardianship, kinship
care, residential care and other community-based arrangements to care for children in need of special
protection, particularly children without primary caregivers” (UNICEF, 2006: 15). Justice and the judicial
system touches the lives of many children in the care system in many different ways, but before we discuss
that, let’s consider the concept of justice for a moment.
I wanted to think about the word justice and what it means to us, because all too often I come to conferences
and we discuss concepts, and it of course becomes apparent that we all have different interpretations
stemming from different cultures and/or generations. A brief example of this is seen in findings from my own
research in 2012 which explored links between resilience, outcomes and foster care in Ireland. One of the
significant findings was the different understandings or associations with words between adults and young
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people. When asked to define ‘success’ for example, most of the adults in the study mentioned educational
achievement, yet all of the young people made some reference to ‘being happy’ (Douglas, 2012). This is
an interesting finding as most interventions for children and young people in care are designed by adults
with their adult interpretations of what works for children. One of the reasons children and young people
are so often excluded from participating in various situations, including research or strategic planning, is
because we as adults do not recognise their capacity to understand and engage. As will be shown later, it
is this way of conceptualising children and young people that inhibits our ability to provide a youth-friendly
justice system.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term ‘Justice’ can be defined as ‘Just behaviour or
treatment’ and ‘the quality of being fair and reasonable’. With this definition in mind, I would like to share
an experiment with you that was conducted in the United States (clip is available on You Tube). The study
was conducted to see if monkeys understood these concepts of ‘just’ ‘fairness’ and ‘equality’. Two monkeys
are in two separate cages side by side with clear glass so they can observe each other. The researcher holds
out her hand to monkey A, who takes a stone from it, taps it on the wall and hands it back to her. Monkey A
is then rewarded with a piece of cucumber, which he happily eats. The researcher then repeats the exercise
with Monkey B and it plays out the exact same way. Next, the researcher repeats the activity with Monkey
A and again, same results. The researcher moves back again to Monkey B and this time however, instead of
rewarding Monkey B with cucumber, instead she gives him a fat juicy grape, which he happily scoffs. She
returns to Monkey A and repeats the exercise, giving him cucumber when he performs the task. However,
Monkey A has been watching and he is not happy. In fact, he is so unhappy that he throws the piece of
cucumber that he had been previously happy to eat at the researcher. She repeats the process a couple
of more times and the more that Monkey B gets the grapes, the more irate Monkey A becomes. He begins
screaming and banging the cage because he knows this is not ‘fair’, this is not ‘just’. He is trying just as hard
as Monkey B and yet being treated differently. Eventually, Monkey A gives up, retreats to the corner in a
sense of hopelessness and does not comply with the task. Now, I am not for one second comparing children
to monkeys, but if monkeys can recognise when they are being treated unfairly, then it is reasonable to
expect that the resilient young people in the care system know it too, and even though they may not have
the language to say it, it doesn’t stop them from feeling it.
This brings us to the next point of social justice, because all forms of justice whether legal, procedural or social
are connected and interlinked. According to Rawls (2003) social justice is about assuring the protection of
equal access to liberties, rights, and opportunities, as well as taking care of the least advantaged members
of society. Thus, whether something is just or unjust depends on whether it promotes or hinders equality
of access to civil liberties, human rights, opportunities for healthy and fulfilling lives, as well as whether it
allocates a fair share of benefits to the least advantaged members of society. It is this equality of access
that we are concerned with today: Are children in care afforded equality of access to child friendly justice?
Consider these pictures for a moment….
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I think this picture is an effective way to place all of the previous discussion in context. Growing up in foster care
felt very much like the picture on the left for me. On the far left were all the adults who had access to my file and
made the decisions for me (where I had to live, when I could see my family etc), instead of with me. The child in
the middle (in left pic), were the ‘other’ children who seemed so ‘normal’ to me. They knew how to react, how
to behave, and norms came naturally to them. I often felt like no matter how hard I tried, I was never fully able
to see into that world. Thankfully, as a society we have moved forward in our thinking, and the types of support
we offer children and young people are evolving all the time in order for them to be able to participate fully. It is
conferences such as these that are proof that although we have a long way to go, the impetus is at least there,
to create an equal and just world for youth in care.
There are many reasons why child-friendly justice is important and relevant to alternative care. Firstly, this cohort
represents a uniquely vulnerable group. There are certain intersectionalities with the ways that they can be
marginalised. Firstly, they are children, who are often seen as becomings instead of beings, and secondly, they
are without their parents, which exposes them to further vulnerabilities. These can include additional traumatic
experiences (especially those who have multiple placements), poor internal locus of control, and internalising a
stigmatised self. In addition, because of issues associated with multiple placements, young people may not have
the emotional, social, or cultural code or capital to behave appropriately in certain contexts. Finally, as will be
discussed in a few moments, there is a plethora of research concerned with the risk of youth from care becoming
engaged in crime and/or experiencing other undesired outcomes, compared with their peers not in care.
When analysing the ways in which the justice system may affect the lives of young people in care, it is helpful
to divide the discussion into three waves. The distinction of before care, during care, and after care, is often
used by care leavers as a way of making sense of certain situations by relating them to time and space. Many
young people from care purport that they have blank periods where they cannot recall certain aspects of their
childhood. Compartmentalising the timeline in this way helps to form a ‘remembering’ self where the narrative
becomes easier to construct and make sense of (Musgrove, 2015). The first wave as mentioned is before care - so
how can justice affect young people before they come into care?
The first thing to note here is that before a child even enters care, an important legal decision was made about
them - probably one of the most life-altering/shaping decisions that can be made about a person - and oftentimes
they are not afforded the opportunity to participate or be involved in that process, particularly if it was an
emergency situation. Research shows that in decision-making processes, even if a young person does not like
or agree with an outcome or result, they accept it better when they feel like the process was fair and just - and
if they are at least able to voice their opinion. I have mentioned before at a previous conference that as difficult
as things were for me living at home, I got on with it because I didn’t know any better. From the night I moved
into care however, I cried myself to sleep most nights, partly because I was so traumatised by the suddenness
and the lack of preparation, consultation or information. Also because in Ireland, when removing children from
their families under a court order, the Gardaí (police force) must be present. For a long time, I was mistrustful of
the police system and the judicial system, as I associated these with the most difficult memory of my life. There
is a significant need to develop trauma-informed practice in how we handle the coming-into-care process for
children and young people, to support them better at this turbulent and confusing time. Another aspect of the
justice system affecting young people prior to entry to care includes their right to separate representation at
court. In some countries, it is now mandatory that representation is in place, so that more young people are better
informed and prepared for the end decision. The court must make all decisions on the basis that the welfare of
the child is paramount. With this consideration in mind, the court may order that the child be joined as a party
to the care proceedings. This means that the child has separate legal representation. If the child is not a party to
the proceedings, the court may appoint a Guardian ad Litem to speak for the child. The type of Care Order that
a child is placed under is also determined by the courts, who have the power (in Ireland, at least) to place the
child under a Voluntary/Court order. In addition, the type of placement for the child may be determined through
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the courts, for example: detention in a Special Care Unit (depriving young people of their liberty for their own
protection) constitutes one of the most serious interventions the State can make in a young person’s life.
The justice system can also touch the lives of those within the care system in many different ways. Firstly, in
terms of procedural justice, one must look at how care review meetings are conducted. We know that in Ireland,
social workers have a legal obligation to a) ensure these care review meetings take place every six months, and
b) to take into account any views of the child. However, little research has been conducted on the quality of
these meetings. Studies that have been done suggest that children and young people often find these meetings
confusing, intimidating, and adult-oriented, with little opportunity to contribute in a meaningful way. When
participation does occur, young people have reported that they felt ill-prepared, lacked understanding about
issues being discussed, did not feel as though they had a voice in the proceedings, and finally, did not have
any real influence over the decisions made (Douglas, 2012; Freundlich, Avery, & Padgett, 2007; N. Thomas &
O’ Kane, 1999). The results of poor participation practices can leave young people feeling frustrated, confused,
and further marginalised (Boylan & Ing, 2005). Cashmore (2011) and Checkoway (2011) argue, contrastingly,
that from an empowerment perspective, positive participation at care review meetings allow young people to
acquire important information regarding their rights and options, develop decision-making skills, have a sense
of control, and also experience enhanced feelings of self-esteem and self-efficacy. Interestingly, Augsberger
(2014) suggests that young people value fairness in decision-making procedures over the actual decision made.
So even if young people are not entirely satisfied with the outcome of the care review meeting, they accept it
better if they felt they were given opportunity to participate and be heard. Keeping our theme of child-friendly
justice in mind, practitioners must challenge themselves to include creative and engaging ways of making these
meetings as youth-friendly as possible. Children in care can also be engaged in the justice system as victims
of abuse cases, possible witnesses to an event that happened prior to care, allegations within the care system,
or as the figures below show, becoming involved with the criminal system themselves. The numbers regarding
‘looked after children’ in the justice system are worrying. Less than 1% of all children in England are in care, but
looked after children make up 30% of boys and 44% of girls in custody (Murray, 2012). Unfortunately, this overrepresentation of youth-in-care in crime does not improve as they age out of the system, but in fact, often gets
worse.
International evidence suggests young people with care backgrounds are over-represented in the judicial and
prison systems. As a conservative estimate, one third of all children in residential care in the UK serve a prison
sentence (New Economics Foundation, 2008). 24% of the adult prison population and 70% of sex workers have
been in care (Centre for Social Justice, UK, 2015). The report by Justice Wood (2008, 556) cites two recent
New South Wales studies which estimate that between 21 and 28 per cent of males and 36 to 39 per cent of
females on community orders had previously lived in out-of-home care. Some of you might be aware of the Risk
Assessment Tool created by Hodge & Andrews. This is an American assessment tool used in the States, Australia
and Europe to measure the propensity of young people to become involved in offending. It focuses on eight key
factors including family circumstances, prior contact with the legal or justice system, educational attainment,
discrimination, stability and positive relationships. It is no surprise then that young people in the care system are
at a much higher risk of ending up in situations which make them vulnerable to becoming even further involved
with the justice system. It is very important to remember however, that this is not deterministic. Resilience
research suggests that through focusing on strengths-based approaches and empowering the children and
young people in care, these outcomes can be much more positive for many of them.
For the next part of this presentation, I really want to share with you some of the incredibly important messages
from young people in care on this issue. Firstly, I will provide some quotes and snap shots of insights and words
of wisdom from the young people who were involved in a project that IFCO was partner on. It should be noted
that the project was a huge undertaking, and I can only share with you one piece of it today. Here are some of
their words before we move on:
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“We think that family-strengthening might prevent children from going into care or committing
crimes”
“We need to feel secure, loved, encouraged and unique”
“We want to be included and consulted”
“We should not be ignored and should not be outside…”
“There should be respect…we should be understood…they should show the example and put us
on the right track…”
“a family environment should be the first choice and a priority for children in care”
“As young people, we don’t feel like we are heard enough. Sometimes we are, but we feel there is
still more we would like to say and influence”.

Empowering Marginalised Children in the Russian Federation is a project that IFCO was involved in between
2010 and 2014, and partners included a non-profit organization “Partnership for Every Child” (Saint-Petersburg),
a non-commercial partnership “Family to Children” (Ekaterinburg), a regional nongovernmental organization
“Centre for Prison Reform” (Moscow), as well as the International Foster Care Organization (IFCO). Project
partners were authority representatives and Ombudsmen from three RF regions. Financial support was provided
by the European Commission delegation in the Russian Federation. It involved participation of children’s groups
from Saint-Petersburg, Ekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk Region, Orel and Orel Region. The objectives of the project
were:
1. to provide support to children without parental care, and children in conflict with the law;
2. to test child/youth participation forms in decision-making processes affecting their lives;
3. to test the work of foster care services for children in conflict with the law aimed at reduction of
reoffending and acquirement of positive life experience;
4. to test new forms of punishment execution – alternatives to custodial sentencing aimed at reduction
of reoffending;
5. to help children and young people to display their leadership skills, and teach them to freely express
their own views on all issues affecting their interests, so that in the future they could independently
present and advocate for their rights.
6. It was very important to find an approach to every teenager in difficult life situations, and help them
to open up and share their feelings and problems.
The different groups of children and young people who participated in the project included children in conflict
with the law (probation or in reform school), children at risk of, or in conflict with the law and without parental
care, children without parental care and living in institutional care, and children without parental care, with
disabilities, and living in institutional care. The following results were achieved during the project:
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1. the stimulus was given to the development of a youth movement on children’s rights protection;
2. a unique first in Russia: a foster family for children in difficult life situations, including those who
violated the law, was tested in Orel;
3. two new forms of children’s participation in the process of parental rights removal were identified
and tested in collaboration with children (video conference with the child and informal meeting with
the judge) in Saint-Petersburg;
4. children without parental care living in the children’s homes of Saint-Petersburg created digital life
stories where they shared their experiences of separation from parents;
5. in Orel Region work was conducted in a penal colony for minors on usage of mediation techniques
to teach convicted children effective and socially acceptable ways of communication;
6. the children’s need for lasting relationships with a significant adult, and for acquiring skills for further
independent living, was identified in disability boarding schools in Ekaterinburg. The mentoring
service “Elder brother, Elder sister” is being developed for socialization and follow-up of care leavers
after their transfer to other educational institutions;
7. the need of teenagers to be prepared for court procedure was identified, with the help of young
people with conditional sentences in Ekaterinburg. Preparations and research have begun in this
regard. Such preparation will directly impact on the possibility of the young person to participate in
the court process, on understanding his/her actions and changing his/her behaviour in the future.
I wanted to add a picture to show the interactive nature of the project.

This photograph was taken during a presentation by children at a Round Table discussion with Ministers, Ministry
representatives, social workers and other professionals. Here is a fellow board member of IFCO, Jean Anne
Kennedy, facilitating an activity. In this context, young people were exercising their agency in terms of sharing
their knowledge and expertise with policy makers. You can see the Minister also getting involved, and it sums
up the essence of the project - that everybody participated equally. In the particular example of St Petersburg,
the children were living in institutions, and held monthly and bi-weekly group meetings, as well as meetings with
judges and other representatives. They also had access to micro grants, so they decided the group activities
democratically, and as such came up with three linked activities:
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•
•
•

Research with their peers (questionnaires)
Digital story-telling
Designing an intervention so the court experience is more child-friendly (informal interview and video
conferences)

A brief synopsis of these activities will now be delineated. As a result of the first activity, which was research with
their peers, the children came to understand that a court decision was made in all of their lives (but they didn’t
necessarily understand how important it was), that they have a right to be included in it, and how they could
be included. The group decided to ask other children in institutional care in St Petersburg. They were trained
on how to do peer research, and how to conduct questionnaires. They also participated in the analysis of the
answers. 85 children were involved in designing, collecting, and analysing 74 questionnaires of children aged
12-18 living in institutional care in St Petersburg. This informed their choice to use digital storytelling to share
their experiences with others (so they would realise they’re not alone), and to also share their design of how to
make the court experiences more child-friendly and inclusive when decisions are being made. A child-friendly
interview form was designed by the young people with limited guidance from facilitators, and the objective of
this form was that other young people would be better prepared for the experience of going to court. Instead
of feeling overwhelmed, and not being able to communicate what they want or need, they would be able to
formulate their thoughts or needs in a way that would be conducive to achieving them, thus increasing their
code/capital in the particular context of a courtroom, as mentioned earlier. Just to offer a flavour of this form it
reads:

Hello. If you are between 10-18 years old this questionnaire is for you. We the adults value your opinion very
highly and would like to know it very much. Please do help us to understand and help you. Answer all questions
if possible. If you don’t understand something you can ask the question to an adult who is near you.
Some of the questions from the questionnaire include:
2). Are you ready to communicate with the judge today?
Yes I’m ready, Rather yes than no, Rather no than yes, not ready at all.
5). Do you know already what exactly you will tell him or her? Please try and formulate your thoughts on what
you would like to say (space provided).
8). What would help you to feel comfortable during the interview? (Options suggested were if calm music was
played, if the room looked unofficial, offered water or juice, if the adult whom you trust was near. These were
factors young people had identified as lacking in the justice system. Particularly the use of space. Some young
people stated that court houses are built and decorated with adults in mind, and are therefore intimidating
spaces for children to occupy. This results in making an already stressful experience even more so.)

The form also made allowances for children or young people who are non-verbal, or who are so overwhelmed
that they cannot find the words to accurately describe how they might be feeling. The use of animated faces to
describe emotions is offered on the form to allow a young person to simply circle the option that most applies
to them, thus encouraging a conversation about it.
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At the end of the project, the young people came up with a list of very informed and practical recommendations
towards a child-friendly justice system. These included:
•
•
•
•

More effort at listening to children in a meaningful and authentic way, including providing children
with choices
Preventative support to reduce numbers of care leavers entering the judicial system
Special Foster Homes for children in conflict with the law
Better training for staff to understand their circumstances and improve participation opportunities

Based on these recommendations and information from the literature, further recommendations can be made
including:
•
•
•
•
•

A consistent approach to listening to children’s views among members of the judicial system and
professionals involved with their care.
Consistencies in the appointment of Guardian Ad Litem, and reform of the system to be both more
child-friendly and more child-rights-friendly
Better use of space and process (including time) to encourage children and young people to feel
comfortable and empowered
The use of a strengths-based approach to working with young people in care
Peer support and youth networks to improve sense of belonging, connection, and identity, in addition
to personal development and communication skills

Thank you all so much for listening, it was a lot of content to get through. I am happy to answer any questions
or to receive emails on the issue: ddouglas@wit.ie.
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Norah Gibbons, Eurochild
Juvenile Justice
Thank you for the kind invitation to speak here today at this important conference. I want to briefly look
at how the position and societal view of children and young people has developed over time, and then
suggest some steps we could usefully take to move justice systems towards being more child and young
people friendly.
“The most basic of all human needs is the need to understand and to be understood. The best way to
understand people is to listen to them. They may forget what you said but they will never forget how you
made them feel” - Aristotle (384-322 BC)
We must remember that it is a relatively recent phenomenon that we find ourselves discussing children at
all. Hart reminds us that;
“For hundreds of years children have been treated primarily as property. Recently, they have begun to be
considered to be persons.” (Hart, 1992)
As early as 1879, Jean Valle’s novel L’Enfant was published with a focus on saving children through the
welfare interventions of schooling, juvenile courts and orphanages (Freeman 1996). The emphasis of the
1959 United Nations Declaration was on the protection and welfare of children, with the child remaining
the “object” of concern. We are reminded too by Frost and Stein (1989) that, while children were the
objects of society’s good intentions, they did not have a voice, and were too often subject to abuse.
Children’s perspectives were rarely recorded, and not often actively sought. Stein’s paradigm of childhood
“has long been viewed as a time in life when children are both dependent and powerless,” and chimes with
experiences in many countries. The other paradigm through which children and young people were viewed
is described by Colton et al. (2002) as “troubled and troublesome” and as a threat to society.
Today we look at the concept of childhood with a First-World, 21st Century, world-view. We would proclaim
that ideally we view children as nurtured and protected, but Hart (2008) reminds us that worldwide, this is
still largely a minority view. Throughout the world today, the majority of children contribute economically
to their families and society. That is their norm. Many children and young people are displaced, with or
without their families, and are marooned in a twilight world with no certainty for their future.
Considering the child and young person - first within their family, then within their community, school, and
recreational clubs, and finally within the wider society - we see how complex the systems that children
need are. Historically, each of these units was like a lidded container or like a Russian doll - each unit
was self-contained. In his biological model, Bronfenbrenner (1979) describes these systems much more
eloquently as nests; outlining a four tier systemic environmental structure within which human beings live
and develop. In the past, or indeed today, do we find these systems individually or collectively fostering,
listening to, and respecting children? Or serving to silence and contain them?
The new paradigm of the protection of children spawned a vast array of professionals and services to meet
that need. Berry (2000) citing Stafseng (1993:77) contends that “instead of the century of the child, we got
the century of the child professionals”.
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Putting children at the heart of policy and practice then, is a new way of working, and is at an early stage
of development in many jurisdictions.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, finalised in 1989, is a landmark in the history of
children (Freeman 1996). The UNCRC has created a rights-based agenda for children and young people; to
which signatory states are expected to adhere through the development of government policy.
Four articles in particular position children as rights-holders. These are:
Article 3; the best interests principle;
Article 12; the right of the child to form his/her own views and to be heard;
Article 37; that no child should be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and;
Article 40; the promotion of the child’s sense of dignity and worth where they have infringed the law
(CRC/1989).
Articles 37 and 40, as well as the area of juvenile justice, are a key part of my contribution today. To briefly
quote the relevant sections of the articles:
Article 37 requires that States parties shall ensure that
(a) No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Neither capital punishment, nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be imposed for
offenses committed by persons below the age of eighteen.
(b) No child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily. The arrest detention or
imprisonment of a child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used as a measure of last resort
and for the shortest period of time.
Article 40 requires:
1. States parties to recognise the right of every child alleged as, accused of, or recognised as having
infringed the penal law to be treated in a manner consistent with the child’s sense of dignity and worth,
which reinforces the child’s respect for the human rights and fundamental freedoms of others and which
takes into account the child’s age and desirability of promoting the child’s reintegration and the child’s
assuming a constructive role in society (CRC/44-25/ 1989).
The European Commission states that approximately 1 million children face criminal justice proceedings
in the EU each year. It is clear that the rates of implementation of measures to harmonise children’s rights
and juvenile justice vary between member states. In December 2015, an EU Directive was introduced. Its
purpose is “to establish procedural safeguards to ensure that children who are suspected or accused in
criminal proceedings are able to understand and follow those proceedings, to enable such children to
exercise their right to a fair trial and to prevent re-offending by children and foster their social integration.”
A rights-based approach to Juvenile Justice sees children and young people as rights-holders, and not
merely recipients of penal care. International Law outlines that children and young people should be
detained as a measure of last resort and for the shortest period, with special efforts undertaken to avoid
pre-trial detention. Children and young people within the youth justice system are not a homogenous
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group, and research and data on children and young people in conflict with the law is often inadequate.
This lack of comprehensive data can impede policy development. We know that the public may have a
more pessimistic view of youth crime than is justified by official crime statistics. In fact, figures are generally
static, and most young people mature into active adult citizens and cease offending. However, available
research demonstrates that most children and young people in conflict with the justice system have a
number of common characteristics. These are described as family risks, individual risks and neighbourhood
risks.
Children and Young People at Risk tend to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Come from structurally disadvantaged and impoverished communities
Live lives frequently disadvantaged by neglect and abuse
Experience behavioural and mental health problems
Have poor educational outcomes, or are out of school

Other children and young people that are at risk include;
1. Children and young people in the care of the state
2. Children and young people with special needs and learning difficulties
3. Children and young people with addiction problems
A key question that is seldom asked - Is their criminal or anti-social behaviour a symptom, or the problem
itself?
Other issues to be considered include:
1. The age of criminal responsibility. Is it set too low in terms of child development?
2. Why involve children and young people?
A critical tenet to the argument of fully involving children and young people in matters that affect them is
the recognition and acceptance of the “competence” of children and young people, not trying to equate their
competence to that of adults but seeking to expose the assumption that children are incompetent (Hartas, 2011).
Lundy and Mc Evoy (2011) advocate that children should not only be assisted in expressing their views, but
also in forming them. This lies at the heart of Article 12 of the UNCRC.
We could just say that we should involve children and young people because we should, and that is
correct, but we might also include a number of additional reasons. Children and young people bring a
unique perspective that is based on their personal experience. They bring energy, passion and creativity.
Their real participation in the formulation, development, implementation and evaluation of programmes is
recognised not only in the realisation of the rights of children and young people, but adds immeasurably
to the outcomes of programmes and services.
This being said; what does a reasonable Juvenile Justice System require?
I will start with a quote from the Committee on the Rights of the Child in 2007:
“the protection and best interest of the child means, that the traditional objectives of criminal justice,
such as repression/retribution, must give way to rehabilitation and restorative justice of dealing with child
offenders” (CRC/C/GC/10)
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The first need is:
1) Prevention
Prevention requires investment in education, and in making schools meaningful for children and young people
who are in danger of dropping out of school. It requires investing in families to improve both the income available
to them, and to ensure that they have quality services in their communities. It means investing in communities to
make them child- and young people-friendly. This includes creating places for children to play safely, and for young
people have spaces to socialise and do what they do - hang out.
The second is:
2) Early Intervention
Early Intervention requires funding for youth organisations, with a focus on: providing services to children and
young people under 18 in conflict with law, and developing Youth Diversion Schemes that are community-based,
as well as crime prevention initiatives which primarily seek to divert young people who have been involved in antisocial and/or criminal behaviour, and aim to reduce youth crime prior to a child or young person going to Court.
To give an example, the annual cost of keeping one young person in Detention in ROI is in excess of 300,000 Euro
- is this the best use of public investment? Other developments include the early use of restorative justice practices,
where all the people affected by the crime focus on repairing the harm. We need to introduce probation tailored
to young people, mentoring programmes (eg. Big Brother, Big Sister) and peer to peer programmes. A key part of
all these interventions is the development of one-to-one relationship support that works to improve self-esteem.
These relationships of solidarity, that are non-judgmental and compassionate, and are built on reciprocity, work
very well.
A third point:
3) Detention
Detention must be a measure of last resort. Another measure that can be adopted is the use of the Family Welfare
Conference at the direction of the Children’s Court. This can be used to decide if the child is in need of special care
or protection, which he/she is unlikely to receive unless an order is made in respect of him/her. The use of Special
Care Units rather than a detention order can, in the right circumstances, keep the children and young people safe
and help them to avoid detention and a criminal record.
Courts should hear the voice of the young person, either directly or through their advocate or guardian. The EU
Directive to which I referred earlier outlines very comprehensively the package of rights children and young people
should have at every stage of the criminal justice system, including:
•
•
•
•

access to a lawyer and free legal aid
the right to an individual assessment
the provision for the child to take part in the proceedings
compulsory special training for judges, law enforcement authorities and prison staff, lawyers, and others who
come in contact with children in their work.

As already stated, any period of detention should be as short as possible. We know that having large numbers of
young people on remand has poor outcomes, and appears to indicate that detention on remand is not being used
as a measure of last resort. Young people should not be tried as adults, and the outcomes for young people in adult
jails are poor; they are more likely to reoffend more quickly, 8 times more likely to take their own life, 5 times more
likely to be sexually assaulted, and twice as likely to be physically assaulted.
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Children and young people deprived of liberty have a right to education and health, to protection, to be
treated with dignity and respect under Article 37(c) of UNCRC, and to receive all necessary support and
care.
Places of detention for young people should aim to maximise their chances of rehabilitation and integration
into society as called for in Article 40(1) by providing an environment where they will be supported, through
education and programmes, to make better choices about their lives after custody.
It is important that young people are not placed in detention and left there until release day. They need
more support while in custody, with opportunities in education and tailored programmes to benefit their
development. All programmes in the area of Juvenile Justice, whether pre- or post-custody, should involve
young people in every aspect, wherever possible. Where it is believed that this is not possible, this decision
should be recorded and reviewed.
To engage young people, workers need to work where young people are. This includes street work, youth
services providers, schools and detention centres. All programmes should be meaningful, planned and
developed on the basis of reliable scientific research findings that are monitored, evaluated and adjusted
accordingly. Good youth development in services can build up critical thinking, decision-making, consensus
and team building.
A final word is the need for young people in custody to have access to the Ombudsman or Commissioner,
or similar, in each country, to make sure that their voice is heard and their complaints are independently
investigated. In order for the rights of the most vulnerable children and young people in the juvenile justice
system to be realised under the UNCRC, both their rights, and the means of ensuring those rights, must be
enshrined in law.
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DISCUSSION

Facilitated by Ms. Naomi Bugre, Human Rights Activist
Naomi Bugre
Astrid, thank you for the practical measures you put forward in your presentation. The question I’d like to
ask you is – what happens when States don’t follow these practical measures or good practices, which so
many institutions create? Are there any punitive measures for States who do not implement these?
Danielle, because of what you mentioned on children participating in their own justice, and in light of the
UN CRC which says that children should be allowed to participate when they are capable of forming their
own views – when do you think children are capable of forming their own views?
Norah, I wanted to ask you. As a representative of Eurochild, what happens when children don’t have
parental or adult support to be able to reach out for help? How can a child, who doesn’t have an adult
supporting them through the court system, reach out for help, and how can they also be provided help? I’ll
start with Astrid.
Astrid Podsiadlowski, European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
I think it needs to happen on different levels. We did mention the need for data, and the need for monitoring
the situation. I think that, for example, developing child rights based indicators is helpful, so we can then
inform decision makers about the situation. That’s one point. From the European Union side, I do think the
directives which have to be transposed are most important, alongside new directives which need to be
drafted. We have the Victims Directive, we have the Sexual Abuse Directive, and we have the Anti-Trafficking
directive. All of those directives are very clear that children are in particularly vulnerable situations, and they
need the necessary procedural safeguards, the necessary support, and to be informed appropriately. I also
want to stress the new directives on procedural safeguards, because it’s the first directive that specifically
focuses on children. And then also I want to stress the European case law at the European Court of Human
Rights. There are some really crucial cases to which one can refer to in complaints.
Danielle Douglas, International Foster Care Organization
So, when are children capable of forming their own views? I’m not actually a developmental psychologist,
so full disclosure, I don’t actually know. However, as a mother, thinking back to my 5 month old - They
were quite capable of telling me that they didn’t want their mango, by spitting it out. So I would say quite
young. Children and babies are able to communicate in different ways, the things that they like, the things
that they don’t like. As adults, we think we’re listening, but we’re not hearing. And we’re not looking. There
are new innovative and creative ways of accessing information from children and young people, so I think
the onus is on us to create new fun ways of allowing a child to feel empowered, to use their own words,
and then we try and interpret it. Of course, there’s always a danger associated with trying to interpret it.
However, we should aim to do so in the best possible way. I remember when I started my PhD programme,
one of my research methods supervisors said “Don’t go to the under 12s, because they don’t know what
they’re saying, and it’s messy.” And again, I was highly indignant, because I think they’re well capable.
Oftentimes they’re so honest. They’re more capable than the rest of us of expressing how they feel. And so
I’m using photo methodologies, and different fun ways of getting the conversation started for them.
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Norah Gibbons, Eurochild
First of all, obviously in any country, law enforcement officers should not interview children or young
people under the age of 18 without a competent adult with them. And what happens in Ireland for example,
if there is no parent to be found, or whatever happens, they will get one of the social workers of the child
and family agency to come and be with that young person, even if that young person is not previously
known to them. I must say that our own courts are very good about insisting that a parent or guardian turns
up in court with the child, because they want to talk to them as well. It’s not easy. If there isn’t anybody
with whom the child has a relationship, there’s a number of ways that children and young people can
generally get some help, through helplines, through teachers if they’re in school, or sometimes just a good
peer. Many of the programmes that allow young people in trouble to get a peer with them work very well,
because that’s where the young person can start to talk. Obviously when it’s criminal proceedings, and one
of the end results could be that you could lose your liberty – police and law enforcement officers should not
be interviewing a child. As far as I am aware, if you don’t have a lawyer in court, the court will appoint one
for you through the legal aid scheme. So you will never be going to court without someone who is there,
and who will advocate for you and your rights.
Naomi Bugre
I will now be taking questions from the floor.
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Marta Santos Pais, UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence against Children
I wanted to mention two things very briefly. In the change of paradigm that we’re trying to promote, I think
that it’s very important to change the language that we use. Very often we speak of children deprived of
liberty, and emphasize that it should always be the measure of last resort. However, our mind immediately
thinks about the child - the prison is there, you have these options, but that’s the challenge which we
need to get away from, rather than emphasizing the right to liberty. And that is so fundamental, because
sometimes we don’t immediately bring these different options of second resort, third resort, last resort.
There are different ways of how children get involved with the juvenile justice system, without having
any conflict with the system. They are brought into it, and a conflict is made of it, but it’s not a conflict.
Sometimes they are in the streets, sometimes they are crossing a border, sometimes they are allegedly
accused of something, or they are awaiting trial. The main point I wanted to make is, although there are
good practices in Europe, if I think about the global study on children deprived of liberty that is being
prepared now under the auspices of the United Nations - and to which everyone is expected to contribute
- one of the key things we hope this study will bring us is better data on how many children are deprived
of liberty, including in welfare institutions. However, most countries, including in Europe I have to say, don’t
have answers for very basic questions. How many children are deprived of liberty, for which reasons, by
which institutions, for how long, what options were given before deprivation of liberty, and what is the
long lasting solution anticipated? Perhaps Malta would like to think about it and contribute to that global
initiative.
Anonymous, Maltese teacher & National Foster Care Association
Unfortunately, in Malta, many times although we speak about the best interests of the child – I’m coming
from the National Foster Care Association – sometimes we pay more attention to what adults need. Not
only through what children say, because some children won’t even have the ability to speak, but even
small children. Their behaviour shows whether or not they agree with how their life is progressing, and the
decisions which are taken about them. As an Association, with the experience of a lot of foster carers, we
reiterate that professionals help put across the voice of the child. This is an appeal, because I feel that it
is not paid enough attention to. Wherever children are involved, we need to see what children need, and
what is in their best interests. Today we have a lot of professionals, and they are very keen to do this work.
So it’s not because we don’t think that children are capable of talking, that we don’t give them the right
to express their wishes. Especially with decisions that involve them. From our work as foster carers, this
comes up a lot.
Ruth Farrugia, President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
There are so many things I’d like to react to. I thoroughly enjoyed listening to all of you. One thing I get
slightly concerned about is listening to this idea that we continually set ourselves up to speak on behalf
of children. Whereas we know for a fact that children can say what they want to say very capably, and
very competently, so maybe the discourse should actually be changing to creating spaces where we listen
to children, rather than taking it upon ourselves to speak on their behalf. There’s also the issue of best
interests of the child, which I’ve had a lifelong tussle against, because I find it very difficult to understand
how anyone can, in a blanket way, decide what is in anyone’s best interests. Probably that’s another issue
altogether. However, with access to justice for children, we have listened to children on so many occasions,
and there is lots of good practice that we can share on how we’ve listened to children. We haven’t spoken
for them, there’s no ventriloquism involved. We’ve actually listened to what they say. So hopefully the
people here will agree that we need to actively use what children have told us, and make a difference with
it. That was more a statement than a question, but I’m interested in knowing how you feel about that.
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Astrid Podsiadlowski, European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
I think in all of the questions and comments which were made so far, with regard to children deprived of liberty,
the foster carers - all of them have child participation as an underlying thread. Same when we talk about data
that is missing. There are two points on child participation - participating in all these procedures, and data
collection. The data needs to come from children themselves. There are long ways to go, but we must put our
efforts together and move in this direction. We must also make individual needs assessments obligatory in
such proceedings, because this is a chance for trained qualified professionals to speak with a child, and for the
child to really say what his or her needs are, so this is from the legal and procedural side. From the research
side, I would like to add that we did long preparatory work and consulted with children on what would be
good ways to talk about their experiences in judicial proceedings - whether they would like to participate,
and in which ways they could participate. The findings strongly showed how important it is for children of all
ages to be heard, and how important it is for them to talk. Why would children participate in such studies?
The major reason they shared with us is that they would be interested to share their experiences so that the
situation gets better for other children in future proceedings.
Danielle Douglas, International Foster Care Organization
I’d just like to comment on the point on language. I think it’s really important, and it’s something I’m constantly
reminding my own students of. Language is the medium through which meaning is made. So referring to
alternative care, foster children, autistic children, special needs children, asylum seeking children – it always
brings context for the child, and then children are listening to themselves spoken of in that way. Then it
becomes internalized, so we really need to be so careful of languages, and how we’re referring to our young
people and children. Regarding facilitating children’s voices and imposing our wishes on them, I think that was
a good point as well, because – listening to children and making sure that that is done in a child-friendly way
is not just a ‘tick box’ exercise that allows us to say “Oh yes, we’ve asked them for their opinion, there we go.”
Sometimes actually doing that can cause more harm than good, if it’s not done in the appropriate way. I’m just
thinking of an experience of my own, when I was in a care review meeting, my mum was on one side and the
foster mum was on the other. The social worker said to me “Do you want to go home, or do you want to stay
in your foster home?” The box was certainly ticked, I was asked for my opinion, but it created a lot of issues for
me in my care experience afterwards, so we need to be careful of the way we’re handling this as well.
Norah Gibbons, Eurochild
Yes, we do need to watch our language. It’s great to have people to remind us, and to keep us up to date
with all of that sometimes, as that gets lost in the doing. Yes, children should have their own voice wherever
possible. Part of what I would have gone on to say is – if there are any situations where we are not listening
directly to children, we should be able to explain why that is. And if we do it once or twice, maybe it’s a
protection issue, and maybe there are things children will tell you that they will not say in the company of
certain adults. We need to go back and review that, and not have it as a comment in a file that this child never
wants to speak, because that’s what happens when we don’t review our practice. If we were starting again,
would we build the systems we have? I would suggest that we would not. Would we have courts, and would
we have our judicial systems set up the way we have? In many countries, particularly my own, there are set
pieces, set players, and children and young people come in contact with the legal system and have to fit into
the system, rather than the legal system being built around their needs, and about what’s right for them. So if
we could start again, we would shift and move on again. We have done it, and it takes conferences like this to
keep reminding us to shift, move over, and make space for the actual voices of children and young people, and
indeed other vulnerable young people, including vulnerable adults whose voices are often spoken of rather
than letting them speak themselves.
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Anonymous Woman
When we speak about children, we really are speaking about power. I come from a domestic violence
background, I’m a survivor myself, and I work in the area. I can’t help but link how children are powerless
when we’re not asking for their opinions, when we’re not listening to them, when they have no say, when
decisions are made for them without their input, and when we don’t allow children to say no. When we
force even our own children perhaps to hug grandma, and children can’t say no. I see this link between what
children are forced to do when they have no say, and exploitation when they are older. I certainly saw it in
one of the presentations on sex work, that 70% end up in sex work and also in domestic violence. You’ll have
adults certainly, sometimes even children, who are involved in the same situation where they feel powerless,
they feel that they cannot say no, or they have no say in the matter.
Kevin Borg, Pediatrician with an interest in safeguarding children
Something that concerns me very much in our current system is that we are still far beyond the point of
making child protection the responsibility of every professional. I think that that’s something that lacks a lot
in our system, as compared to other countries with more develo ped systems. I believe that that is an
urgent matter to be tackled, because it is useless for us to point fingers at social workers or the police if we
are not all carrying out our responsibility. I had the opportunity to do some research locally on perceptions
and views of particular professional groups. It was clear that people are interested in protecting children,
but usually sticky situations are difficult to handle. Without guidelines, without policies, and without laws,
the confidence of people wanting to help children decreases. I believe that a mandate has to be taken
nationally, and in keeping with the CRC’s recommendation. Unfortunately this is not mentioned in the
draft Children’s Act, and not even in the children’s draft National Policy. If we put a legal obligation on the
country, to make sure that every professional who works with children has a mandate to safeguard children,
that’s the starting point for a lot of changes which can go beyond that. After that legal obligation is put in
place, we need a national policy on child protection and on safeguarding children. That will show how the
country is prioritizing the safeguarding of children. What we currently have are community groups who
are trying to do their best in providing policies in Malta and trying to give a national viewpoint. However,
all this is buona fede, and how people believe that their organization can do it the best they can. This is
commendable, however we have to go a step back and make this standardized, across all professions,
having national policies within different departments - health, education, etc. This is unfortunately inexistent
at the moment.
Naomi Bugre
Final reactions?
Norah Gibbons, Eurochild
I make a humble attempt at this. Our colleague working in domestic violence is absolutely right. Most
of the situations we come across are certainly to do with power, whether it’s power in a home, power in
an institution, or power from the state. And I think that the recognition of that is well stated. In order to
give other people power, I’ll say it again, we have to move over and make space. Until a few years ago, we
never spoke to children where there was domestic violence in a family. People would have argued with
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me that children shouldn’t come in to the care system for example, because they weren’t affected by it.
We know only too well now how it affects children, but we didn’t want to recognize it -because if we did,
we would have to be doing something about it. Child protection is everybody’s responsibility. Whether it’s a
family member, a neighbour, a community person, a teacher you can walk to before you reach the ones that
we mandate to look after it - Somebody knows what is happening to that child. The problem is that we closed
our ears, and we didn’t know, and we left it. We left it to just a small number of people. I think that should be
reflected in the laws and policies of every country. I would encourage every country, every place, to think about
child protection as being everybody’s responsibility. We must keep saying it again and again, and reminding
ourselves to practice it. The voice of the child, caught from a very young age, through play, through other ways
of speaking with children, rather than talking. It’s there. We do it at home all the time. Why we think children
who are not at home can’t do it, I don’t understand. They can, and they will, if we provide the means. It is the
government’s responsibility to realise and to put mechanisms in place to realise the rights for every citizen, and
that includes very much our children, and others who are disadvantaged and vulnerable for whatever reason.
So yes, all professionals, but yes, all citizens. It is the Government’s job. If you want to know whether countries
are looking after their children, look at what their Department of Finance is spending on children. This is very
difficult information to get, because they don’t pull it out. You should be able to tell us what we are spending
on children. The amount sometimes is very small, and when we look at what we are spending on vulnerable
children, it’s even less so. So, everyone, child protection is your business. It’s all our business.
Danielle Douglas, International Foster Care Association
Yes, I would echo what Norah just said there. Also on the balance of power issue, I think fear is also an
element for people. They’re afraid to ask children their opinions in case what they hear is so awful, or in
case they’re not able to act on those opinions. I think it was Winston Churchill who said ‘Courage is what
it takes to stand up and talk, but courage is also what it takes to sit down and listen.’ And sometimes we
forget that. So I think that’s an important point.
Astrid Podsiadlowski, European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
I would like to come in with a comparative view, which we do have in our work, on both issues. One
point is that we very strongly believe that guidance protocols are needed for professionals, and for all
professionals to have to take responsibility. There are practices in different member states which are quite
promising, so I think that it’s really important to exchange those practices. We know where guidelines exist
for professionals - these professionals are assessed to work better with children and to be more childsensitive, if they are trained. Another part of it is that there are multi-disciplinary professionals and training,
in concrete ways, and through such conferences. The other comparative part I would like to share is that
we do notice in the data that we get from the different member states, that there are places and countries
which have a more child-sensitive approach than others. And we do notice from how the children approach
the topic, that with child-sensitive approaches, they do seem to be much more able to speak up and speak
out, and to really say what they want, even though they are not asked. In some other Member States, none
of the children interviewed were able to do that. If you have a child-centred approach, then this has a
strong impact on addressing the needs of the child.
Naomi Bugre
Thank you so much for your responses and your work.
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SATURDAY 22ND OCTOBER 2016
CHILDREN’S PERSPECTIVES OF OUT-OF-HOME CARE: PROCESSES OF CHILD PARTICIPATION
Dr Ruth Farrugia, Presidents Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
Today we’re zooming in on how young people feel about children in out-of-home care, and for them to tell
us their perspective. I wanted to share some history and context of where the Foundation is coming from.
Her Excellency the President of Malta previously served as Minister for the Family and Social Solidarity,
and in this time had set up a Commission for Child Policy and Strategy. One of the tasks given to that
Commission was to draft a Child Protection Act, and then a comprehensive Children’s Act. This first draft
was completed, and one of the last things Her Excellency did as Minister was to lay this bill on the table of
the House of Representatives in February 2014. Quite a few things have happened since then, but I wanted
to remind people here how that document was drafted, because this is all about child participation. The
methodology we used was all about child participation. It was a first, locally. What we did during that
consultation was look at sources of legislation relating to children. We listened to all children under a care
order. They’re the children who are forcibly placed in to care. We used focus groups, we did one-to-one
meetings, but we certainly listened to each child’s perspective on being taken in to care. What we learnt
was so very interesting, from the macro to the real micro. I will always remember one little girl talking about
the fact that she appreciated that she needed to be taken into care, and she appreciated that it was an
emergency and that’s why she was taken into care from school - but she really wanted time to say goodbye
to the family dog, and this didn’t happen. There are many sides to this. One of the things that we tried very
hard to do in the draft legislation was incorporate these details and try to encourage the law to be more
individualised. And I know that that’s a very tall order, because law usually isn’t. The whole idea of that
legislation was to understand and learn about the child’s experience of being removed from the family and
placed under a care order, the experience of being in out-of-home care, and access to justice information
and services. This ties in very much with what Danielle was talking about yesterday, when she was talking
about experiences before, during, and after care. And there are those three periods, yet they do blend in to
one another, and they are a process. And children seem to see them that way, so we need to respect that
feeling.
We used qualitative methodology, through interpretive phenomenological analysis to explore the
participant’s view of the world. We had focus groups, we had a random sample of participants, and we
got a pretty good idea of where they were coming from, and how they wanted the law to work. So for
instance, they wanted an authoritative structure to give a judgment about where they should go. We were
quite surprised at this. They were quite sure, and unanimous in this, that if it was going to be so important
that they were to be taken away from their family, they wanted a judge to do this. Following which, they
wanted recourse to the judge afterwards. They wanted to have contact with this person - having a board
of people didn’t cut it. They also wanted a system where everyone would deal with the issues they had to
face, and not have to keep coming and going. For this reason, the draft included a suggestion to include
the Children’s House model. Having the Children’s House model would respond to so many of the issues
that were raised by the children. Security, stability, foster care, long-term foster care – all these issues were
raised by the children. The law itself reflects all of what they said, and a bit more, because we also listened
to professionals and carers, and we tried to give an overarching view of that. Since then, the Commission
no longer exists. The Foundation was set up, we have an interest in children, and what we’ve done is taken
feedback from children who have been in foster care, and adults who have been in foster care. We’ve had
some very interesting feedback from them. For instance, the last session we had with them was in August,
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and we were approached by a number of adults. They had been in foster care, and they wanted to explore
responses to amendments which were being proposed, through the grapevine, to this child protection bill
that I mentioned earlier. Primarily they discussed the benefits and the downsides of introducing permanent
foster care. With the introduction of this permanency, foster carers, after a determined period of time, would
be able to apply for permanent foster care, which would allow foster children permanent arrangements.
This idea of stability and permanence came up time and again. I’d just like to share a couple of items from
the discussion. The young people – who are adults now – agreed that we could share this.
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T told us about her experiences in foster care, she was quite positive about the whole thing. She definitely
wanted more stability and more links to her original foster family. We also met another young man who told
us that now that he was an adult, there was no link any more to his foster carers. He had no biological family
to go back to, but his foster family were, for all intents and purposes, his family. And he would never dream
of taking his child to anyone other than his foster mum, who was in his head the child’s grandparent. Yet of
course, legally, there is no connection between the two. They want this acknowledged in some way. A big
legal issue came up, which I hadn’t thought about previously – G for instance shared that foster parents
were able to offer love, but the affection wasn’t unconditional. So the temporary status of foster care can
prevent both foster parents and children from creating a permanent safe space. Since all of the parties
involved are aware that it is not permanent, it is therefore more difficult to trust people if you know that
you’re going to be moved along. G felt very strongly that the fostering experience was different for people
depending on the age they were fostered at. Being fostered at 2 years old made it much easier for him to
accept the experience, and his fostering experience had been extremely positive.
Our consultation with children doesn’t stop with listening to these particular children – children who
have been in out-of-home care. We have a young people’s council, and we have a children’s council – it’s
wonderful to see children taking such an interest in other children. The councils are made up of a wide range
of people, and they come from very different backgrounds. It’s so enriching for the children themselves
to be able to share these ideas. T for instance said that she had had more than 10 social workers, and she
found this situation so unsettling that it took her ages to catch up. She missed a chunk of her schooling.
She has actually managed to catch up, so it’s a success story. However, it was a really difficult thing for her
to go through. And one of the things that we’ve tried to talk about as a team is that offering out-of-home
care should offer children a better alternative. Otherwise, why remove the child? And of course, we need
to affirm the positives of out-of-home care. For many children, this is the only way out, and there are many
good things there. However, I think that we need to consider that if we’re offering an alternative, then it
has to be the best alternative, and this should be examined. If you are removed from your parent’s care for
a reason, then you deserve the best. This is something that I have written about at length, regarding state
responsibility for children in out-of-home care. Once you’ve removed them, then it’s not enough to give
them a basic minimum standard of care. They have to get more, because the statistics that Danielle shared
with us yesterday about the prospects of children in out-of-home care are pretty horrific. There are so
many people who have been in out-of-home care, and who have unfortunately had very difficult lives after
that experience. So we have a responsibility to make sure that their lives are better.
Unless we listen and learn from children’s experiences, we really won’t know how to make law or policy,
or how to respond to children adequately. We have future consultation coming up, the councils both
continue to meet, in January we’re hosting a conference on missing asylum seeking children, and we’ll be
listening to children’s perspectives there as well. IFCO will be having a big conference here in Malta next
year, and in 2018 there’s a world conference to end corporal punishment against children. There are many
other initiatives, but the sum total is - Any law must take children into account. It must take what they say
into account. The aim of this conference is to look at access to justice, and an essential element of that is
having information. If children don’t have information, and can’t talk about their experiences, and don’t feel
empowered enough to contribute to legislation-changing and to policy-changing, then we should question
whether we’re doing things right or not. It’s a right that is intrinsic to wellbeing. Child wellbeing and child
rights go together. And I think that together, as a whole group of people, we can make this happen. Thank
you very much.
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PLENARY
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM WORKING GROUPS
Astrid Podsiadlowski reporting from the workshop on Asylum-seeking Children
There were many issues which came up in relation to children’s problematic access to justice. All of them
relate to the different stages a child is in during the asylum-seeking process – visibility and identification of
asylum-seeking children, and the high risks which children face in transit, such trafficking. We also spoke
about long-term challenges of inclusion and integration. People expressed that there is a fragmentation
of services and multiplicity of actors who are involved in this work, and that there are limited financial
resources to make things happen. There are many committed people, however the resources have to be
there. That needs a strong commitment from the top. Yesterday seemed to be a good occasion for different
actors to talk about their different experiences, challenges, and cases.
Asylum-seeking children have no knowledge of their rights when they arrive. And of course, there are
language problems and cultural issues, and the information needs to be made available. This is one of the
initial challenges that children face. Most unaccompanied asylum-seeking minors are usually over 16 years
old, and they are sent to an open centre with support workers. It would be good to have proper training for
these workers, to help young people in their independence, and to empower them in accessing information,
and consequently their rights. Very often the lawyer is appointed on the same day as the hearing, which
means that there is no opportunity to meet the lawyer before. This does not provide enough support, as
there is not enough opportunity to establish trust, and to prepare the child in such a way that the child
may understand what is going on. The issue of language is present over and above that, and it needs to
be taken care of. There also seems to be an issue in the role of the social worker and the legal guardian,
that one person performs both roles. There is the challenge of access to education, including inclusive
education. There came a discussion of the two-way process of community engagement. Politicians and the
media were also pointed out a lot, particularly when it came to negative rhetoric. Journalists should receive
training, whilst also giving a voice to refugees. This is a cross-cutting theme – undertaking consultation
with children, with meaningful child participation, in order to hear from refugee children on what they need.
In discussing solutions, regional practices could be shared as promising areas of good practice. In terms
of legislation, special protection should be granted to children up until the age of 18, and asylum-seeking
children are again in a particularly vulnerable situation. We cannot forget the transition when they turn
18 – there is life after 18, we cannot just cut off at this point. The child-friendliness of legal procedures was
very much questioned. Consultation with minors would increase this tremendously. There are promising
practices going on in some places. There is a concrete practice in the form of a one stop shop for refugees,
and particularly also for refugee children, where they can access information and support. As a last point, it
is good to involve refugees themselves as volunteers, providing information, cultural mediators, translators,
etc.
Danielle Douglas reporting from the Workshop on Children in Alternative Care
It was a very vibrant and passionate debate, in which I learnt a lot about the Maltese system. We began
with an exercise where everyone closed their eyes, and I asked them to think about Wednesday, and
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a colour that they associate with Wednesday. As we went around the room and I asked everyone
their colours, we had pink, black, yellow, green, blue – everyone had different colours. So even though
something is consistent and stable, that we know is going to happen once a week, 52 times a year, people’s
understanding of Wednesday is different. Some people said pink because of a movie they watched, others
said black because of Wednesday Adams, others said yellow because Wednesday was the middle of the
week and there was light at the end of the tunnel. It was an interesting experience, because I wanted to
get a sense of what justice looked like for them, and everybody had different experiences of the justice
system. Not everybody in the room was directly involved in access to justice in terms of the court. We
looked at injustices in the alternative care system as a whole, and recommendations associated with that.
I just want to share with you the amount of expertise that was in the room – we had representatives
from counselling, psychotherapy, child protection, social work, residential care, law, youth work, social
policy, school management, education, foster carers, lecturers in social work, disability, play therapy,
teaching, community and child care, counselling, people from the ministry of justice, drama therapy, people
representing the National Institute for Childhood, management of a residential home, youth from foster
care, speech therapists, people leading a residential programme for children, people from the Office of
the Minister for the Family, someone leading supervised visits between children and parents, people from
APPOGG, psychology, someone from the community outreach centre at the University, someone from the
Department of Social Welfare Standards, and Health and human trafficking. Those were the people in the
room, so there was a massive wealth of expertise.

Two real positives that I realised are happening in Malta at the moment – again in celebrating what’s working,
and what is well. I was delighted to hear that Her Excellency promotes a fund which partly supports care
leavers to access education, which is a really good and positive step forward. I was also informed that Malta
is the only country in the world where every child in care has had a psychological and emotional evaluation,
so that was a positive thing to hear as well. We also spoke about injustices that are happening in the care
system in Malta, though. And we decided to focus on a local level, because most of the people in the room
were Maltese. The first and most obvious issue that people had for children in care was the issue around
children’s advisory boards. This took up a large chunk of the discussion. Some people were very vehement
about disbanding these boards altogether, and the reasons for that were that they felt that they were
intimidating for children, they felt that they were re-traumatizing the children, they felt that they were in
no way empowering the children, and also some people shared experiences of how that manifested itself
in real life. One person revealed that when it was time to tell the child that they had to go to this advisory
board, they weren’t sure about what would be the best day to tell them, because if they told them too
soon then they would be anxious and sick and worried, and they would not sleep for the entire week. If
they told them too late, then the child didn’t have time to prepare. So that was the kind of feeling that we
all got in the room. However, not everybody wanted them completely disbanded. There was a sense that
there needs to be accountability, and that children need to be able to have a say if they want. So I suppose
in terms of a recommendation, how do you recommend something when two groups of people are so
opposing? We came to a compromise, and the group felt that the way advisory boards are currently run
is not working for all children, and recommended that children are given the option of whether they want
to attend or not. Some people said that they would not force children to go, however there is a strong
expectation for them to be there. That needs to be better communicated to the child, that they only have
to be there if they really and truly feel like they want to have their say. If not, then maybe the foster carers
or the social workers could advocate for them.
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The next thing that came up was the issue of trauma-informed practice. We did a quick little survey in the
room - there were about 44 people there - and only 2 out of all those professionals had ever received any
training specifically related to trauma-informed practice. So that is really not good enough. The act of a
child being taken into care is a trauma in itself, because it is a severed attachment for the child, no matter
what age they went in to care. And so as professionals, we need to be trained in how to respond to children
and young people who have faced a trauma in their lives. I shared with the group one particular study from
the U.S., which looked at groups of children in alternative care, and groups of war veterans. It came out in
the end that children in alternative care had levels of post-traumatic stress disorder twice as high as those
of the war veterans. So again, these young people may not be verbalising it, and it isn’t true for all young
people (there are lots of situations where children grow up very happily), but for some children there is
trauma involved. Someone said that the advisory board can have up to nine adults facing a child and asking
their opinion. If those nine adults aren’t informed in the appropriate way to communicate with the child,
then that’s when they can end up being re-traumatised.
There was an issue that arose around children’s rights in Malta, and how they don’t have their own set of
particular rights – that they are subsumed within the family’s rights. And as a result, some people in the
room felt that decisions were being made that were not in the best interests of the child, but in the best
interests of the parents. I’ll be honest, I felt really upset about the fact that there are children under three
years of age still going in to residential care and institutions. This is 2016. The information is there. We
know it is traumatising for children. It literally changes the shape of their brains. So it is not good enough.
Something needs to be done about this.
The group felt that there is a huge lack of foster families available in Malta, though others have said that
foster families are available. If this is so, then we need to ask why institutional care is being chosen over
the families. Again, it goes back to the parent’s rights often enough, that they don’t want their children
integrating into another family, and so they prefer institutional care, which is not good enough. So with the
issue of foster carers then, how do you recruit more foster carers? The group decided that firstly, you need
to show that you are valuing the foster carers that you already have, because people in the community
see foster carers and their work being overstretched, undervalued, and under resourced. I couldn’t believe
that resources amount to 10 euros per day, per child. I don’t know anybody who can support a child on
10 euros a day. It’s absolutely not good enough. In Ireland it’s 325 euros per week for a child under 12, 352
euros per week for a child over 12, and often carers would come back and say that it is still not enough. This
might seem completely overwhelming, but again if you’re talking about children who have a lot of needs in
terms of private therapies, even going on holidays – this is an issue, and I know why it’s an issue, because
we had the same issue in Ireland. It was because love and money shouldn’t mix. People in Government
then say “Well, you’re in it for the money” if you’re getting more money. That’s a completely archaic way of
thinking. Children have needs which need to be met. The reality is that I would understand in Malta, if you
are a family on a middle income and you want to foster, you possibly understand that you couldn’t afford to
give the child what they need, so that precludes you then from going forward as foster parents. In Ireland
when there was an increase in payment, we did have a larger intake of foster carers. Not because people
were doing it for the money, but because now, families could afford for one parent to stay at home and
give the child what they need, rather than both parents needing to be out working. And again, for children
with particularly challenging behaviour, it is always a really nice idea to have one parent stay at home, so
that’s a big issue. There was a suggestion from one of the delegates that a national campaign to recruit
foster carers would really be beneficial in Malta, and that there hasn’t been a motivating impetus or drive
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to have that, so that needs to happen. If there aren’t enough foster families, then children’s needs cannot
be matched according to the placement which would be best for them. What happens then is that if you
have a child who has particularly challenging behaviour, and they go to a particular foster family simply
because on the day that they came in to care, they happened to have a spare bed, then that placement is
much more at risk of breaking down. The needs will not be met. Now you have a vulnerable child, who is
even more vulnerable because now they’ve had a placement. You might have a foster family who think “I
don’t know if I can take that child, because they’ve already had a previous placement, and I’m not trained
to be able to deal with those emotions”. So there is an understanding that more foster carers are needed,
but they need to be respected and valued, and more support and resources need to be put in place for
those children. And we are talking about children, because if you don’t have happy carers, that’s going to
directly filter down to the level of care that children receive.
Another issue that came up quite strongly amongst the group was the understanding of time frames for
children in which decisions are made. This was a huge problem, particularly in relation to permanency
decisions. People felt that it didn’t have to be an either/or situation. At no point did the workshop
participants advocate for a long-term decision to be made through the court for a child to stay with the
foster family, excluding the birth parents from having access to the child in the process. It’s not what people
were suggesting. What they were suggesting was that a sort of partnership approach could be used. In any
psychology book that you pick up, the number one factor in increasing the resilience of children and young
people, and allowing normal developmental progress, is stability and continuity, and having a constant
significant person in their lives. How are children who are having multiple moves, or who are being removed
from their carers at 4 years old, receiving any of those things? It’s really important that consistency is
achieved. So clearer time frames are needed. Within that, they felt that there was a lot of frustration within
the group at the fact that standards had been drafted in 2006, and have not yet been implemented ten
years later. Also, I believe there was a piece of work done in 2013 which included the voices of children in
foster care, which still has not been put in to legislation. It’s just not good enough. The feeling of the group
was, who is accountable for these things?
Another issue that came up regarded children’s rights, and their access to foster families that they had left.
This was a bigger issue, because when we look at children in general, not just children in alternative care
- if you have a child who has lived with a family for four or five years, and they are then removed, I believe
in Malta that foster family has no right to access or contact with that child, and the child has no right to
access with that foster family. That is another example of re-trauma and separating the attachment again
– not only for the children in foster care, but for the birth children of the foster families, who have now lost
their brother or sister. So you now have two groups of traumatized children when these things aren’t done
properly. So there needs to be some mechanism put in place that if children do leave the foster home for
whatever reason, and it is the child’s wish to remain in contact with their foster families, or residential care
workers as the case may be, that they are facilitated to do that.
An issue that I found sort of worrying as well was this issue of social contact visits in Malta. In terms of
accountability and safeguarding children, it came up in the group that sometimes children are sent out
to private family homes to have social contact visits, which aren’t always regulated. There was some sort
of ambiguity as to how those families are chosen, or what the purpose of them is, and the fact that they
are unregulated was quite worrying. I’m sure most of the time the family are quite loving, and the children
would get great benefits from it, but we need to learn from history and past lessons about what happens
when children go out to places where they are not supervised or regulated or vetted.
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One last thing – in terms of the age of children, and how we access their views and opinions. We had a
wonderful speech and language therapist in the group, who imparted some knowledge that there are ways
of communicating and accessing the voices of even young children. So the onus again is on us as adults
to come up with creative methods. We cannot just have people who are untrained trying to access these
voices, because they’re not going to go about it the right way. There was a clear recommendation that
when you are accessing the voices of young children, particularly the advisory boards, that you would have
a trained professional to hand, like a speech and language therapist, or psychologist, or even a children’s
researcher who has done some work on accessing children’s voices. So that was just a snapshot, and I
thank each of the delegates for allowing me to be part of such an amazing discussion.
Maureen Cole reporting from the Workshop on Violence against Children
We had a very vivid workshop, and I think that’s what everybody keeps saying, which is really good. It
suggests that people are passionate about these issues, and I think that they are issues to be passionate
about. A lot was said, and what I am going to share is just the tip of the iceberg. Our workshop was
very varied, there were young people, sixth formers, who did speak up, which I thought was really good.
There were teachers, lecturers, midwives, paediatricians, survivors of domestic violence, people who have
witnessed domestic violence, a speech and language therapist, and our international guests. There was a
young soon-to-be lawyer, counsellors, child protection workers, people from victim support services – I
hope I haven’t missed anyone out. So it was a very varied group, with varied experiences, which I think was
very important, because one of the things that was mentioned by the workshops is fragmentation. So the
fragmentation was actually experienced in the room, because we were actually telling each other “no, that
is not the way it’s done, this is the way it’s done”. This was a bit mind-blowing to me. We’re all working in
this sector, in such a small place, and still people were contradicting one another about practices. So that
is really worrying. As a personal recommendation, I think we need more opportunities for people to meet,
to come together, and to talk about practices, because we don’t even know the actual practices that are
taking place.
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The following recommendations were agreed upon:
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•

A child who has been a victim of violence should receive immediate attention from psychosocial
professionals. These services, inclusive of therapy, should be provided by the State. One of the
problems is that when children have to give evidence in court, no therapeutic services are
given to children before they actually give witness. This is abusive in my opinion, because these
children require therapy, and the therapy does not change what they say in court. It just helps
them to come to terms with their experience. So this is a strong recommendation from our
group.

•

There was quite a lot of discussion about the Children’s House model, because there was a
member in the group who has visited an example of it, and there is talk that the Children’s House
model is going to be adopted locally. This will hopefully address the issue of fragmentation.
There was a bit of a debate there, as to whether this should be included in the current legislation
that is being debated in Parliament. The group agreed that yes it should be, and that it shouldn’t
just be procedurally adopted, but legislatively required, so that the legislation actually includes
the use of the Children’s House model. The debate was mainly on the question “do we have the
resources to actually implement it”? However, the view of the majority of the group was – we
might not have the resources now, but it needs to be in the legislation so that once we do have
the resources, the legislation will act as a policy drive to actually draw the resources to set it
up. So the group is strongly in favour of the new child protection legislation incorporating the
Children’s House model.

•

There was also discussion about the need for educational campaigns, which must be promoted to
continue to highlight children’s rights, and focus on children’s empowerment. The professionals
involved with children need to contribute to this. There was also talk about particular children,
like children from vulnerable groups, children who have been subjected to violence but who
have also witnessed violence, children who are of a different ethnicity, children from different
cultures, and children with different gender identities or sexual orientations or disability,
because they are particularly vulnerable. In many ways, they have a double vulnerability. They
must receive effective education about their rights, and opportunities to access them.

•

We talked about the need for the media to report appropriately, particularly in terms of issues
relating to child victims of violence, and the need to respect children’s right to privacy. I think
this is particularly pertinent in such a small community where most of us know one another,
so it’s easy to deduce who the people are. Also, we spoke about the need for journalists to be
educated, and to also seek advice from professionals who could guide them in writing about
specific issues.

•

We also spoke about the need to ensure the full participation and continuous support and
reintegration of all vulnerable children who have accessed the justice system in society. This
came about because we agreed that it’s important that they do participate in the justice system,
and that they are supported whilst they are participating, but at the same time we cannot leave
them hanging afterwards, because the experience in itself can be traumatic. They need support,
having accessed the justice system previously.

•

Another thing that was mentioned was ensuring access to support for child perpetrators of
violence, who are sometimes forgotten, ignored or pushed aside. There are children who are
themselves sexual abusers or who are violent towards other children, and these children also
need support. The professionals present, and also the young people present, spoke about the
need for all professionals – not only those in child protection – to be responsible in relation to
child protection issues, particularly in terms of the obligation and responsibility to report cases
of child abuse and neglect.

•

Another point was the inclusion of speech and language therapists, as part of the team working
with children accessing the justice system. This is needed to assess the children’s ability to
communicate, but also to help in the communication with children.

•

There was a lot of talk about the need for specialist CPD for professionals. Many professionals
working in the sector do not necessarily have specialist preparation to be doing so.

•

Professionals working with children also need to receive support and supervision – there are
professionals working with traumatised children, and children who have been subjected to
violence, who do not receive any support or supervision, so then one is not surprised by the
high levels of burnout in this area.

Norah Gibbons, reporting from the Workshop on Juvenile Justice
We had a great spread of people, including some really excellent young people. Not that the professionals
weren’t excellent, but I wanted to pay tribute to the young people, and particularly to their contributions. It
sometimes brought us back to where we were meant to be, so thank you all. I learnt a lot. There are people
here, myself included, who don’t come from Malta – the experience, the local knowledge, and the cultural
understanding lies in this room, and with your wider community. The best people to find their way through
all of these issues for Malta are the Maltese people, young people, parents, and professionals. That’s where
the solutions lie. We can bring in ideas from outside, but the solution lies with you. Ireland had to find its
own way through, moving from a highly institutionalised system for children in care, to a situation where
93% of the children who are in the care of the State, and in the care of my agency, are in foster care. It’s not
always plain sailing - I’m not suggesting that for a moment - but we have moved towards keeping children
at home. If they can’t be at home, we look into having them with kinship carers, or within their extended
family. If there is no place in that whole wide system, we look at placing them with good foster carers in
their communities, so that life for the child is not completely disrupted. We have shortages, of course we
do, but that is the philosophy and principles, and I think in my feedback I’m going to try and stay with
principles, because you know your system, and you know what that should look like for you in terms of
recommendations.
What were the barriers? Again, they were the same as in other groups. The first barrier, particularly identified
by the young people, was the barriers of information and knowledge. Particularly the lack of information
that young people have about their rights, the lack of skills which they have in order to know how to realise
their rights, knowing that their rights are not being respected, and a general lack of knowledge on the
UN CRC and other international instruments. I’ve mainly summed up the recommendations in terms of
prevention, early intervention, and then protection for children who need to be taken out of home, and in
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this case in a state detention of some sort. Children need to have their rights explained to them in a very
active and age-appropriate way. We heard some examples of good practice where this is happening in
some of your primary schools, and where there’s very active involvement by young people. We know that
that’s how they learn. We don’t sit children down in big classes any more, and we don’t lecture to them.
We involve them right from pre-school, and upwards. We know how children learn. This is not stuff that we
need to find out again. There were some very good examples of preventative work.
One other barrier that was flagged was the lack of appropriate services, so that if a child is in court, the
judge or magistrate may not have alternatives to detention to put forward. Again, we must bear in mind
that different countries have different legal systems. We all recognize that there are some young people
whose behaviour means that they need treatment - they need protection from themselves, and other
people need protection from them. It would not be right to say that no one should ever have to account for
their actions. People were very clear about individual responsibility. However, we are talking about children
and young people in the context of their rights, and the rights given to them under the UN CRC, which
we have all signed up to. We cannot deal with them simply in terms of their behaviour. We also need to
take into their account their needs, and why they got there. We covered some of that material yesterday.
So if there is a lack of resources, we need to see that there are suitable resources available. In terms of
prevention work at that point, we talked about the need for special care, ideally where children can be
protected without detention, and where they are not getting a criminal conviction. One of the barriers
that arise here for example, is that there are unintended consequences of legal frameworks. Sometimes
legal frameworks are more favourable to adults than they are to young people, and an example was given
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in the area of addiction. If it is an adult who has an addiction problem, and is found to be in possession of
illegal substances, there is a special tribunal for that adult, where they avoid a criminal conviction, and I’m
sure there are other sanctions in place. That is not available to young people. So this was identified as an
unintended consequence, and something that needs a good Minister for Justice to change, through your
parliamentary system. That was one of the recommendations – people in the group felt that it was not
intended, but rather was one of the unintended consequences.
Lack of treatment facilities for young people in terms of addiction was an issue. I’m sure that’s a fairly
universal type of lack of services, but that is certainly something that we all need to do something about.
Another barrier put forward is that you have no places for young females who may need protection, and
so they end up in adult places of detention. Statistically, we cause real harm to young people when we
place them with adults in adult prisons. And again, we know that young people should not be tried as
adults. The outcomes for young people in adult jails are very poor. Let me tell you what some of them are.
This is international research. They are likely to reoffend more quickly. Is that what we want? No. We want
young people to desist from the path of criminal offending. They are eight times more likely to take their
own life. Nobody has ever stood up anywhere that I’ve listened to, and said “that’s the outcome we want
for our children”. They are five times more likely to be sexually assaulted, and they are twice as likely to
be physically assaulted. So again I am reminded that we have the passion, and we have the commitment.
We also need the facts to persuade our policy-makers as to why these changes for our young people are
needed. I think they’re very sobering statistics.
What is the risk appetite for society around children and young people? Do we expect them to just go
down a particular path? What is our risk assessment? We have to have a risk assessment. Danielle spoke
about the contact situation with families. I would say that each one of those requires a risk assessment.
So what is the risk appetite for society, for our systems, for our professionals, and for our legal system.
The first thing we must do is strengthen support to our families. We do this in a general way through
parenting, but we must also do this in a targeted way, for families that are in trouble. We need programmes
aimed at strengthening families. There are programmes that are tried and tested, and which work. It is
evidence-based. We also need community-strengthening programmes, because we need to break the
cycle of offending, deprivation, and even multi-generational offending. We need to build on really good
programmes. I was excited to hear about your programmes in schools, particularly in primary schools. By
making counsellors available to young people in a child-friendly way, going to ask for help is not a problem.
It’s seen as something that I can do, and that I have a right to do. It means that there is no stigma attached
to it, which I thought was really good. Children should be familiarised with their rights from primary school.
Services should be built, such as early intervention services, to investing in our communities to provide safe
spaces for children and young people.
On the point of protection, which is when we’re talking about detention - we need to ensure that such
places enable children to catch up on their education, and that children are fully supported while they’re
there. They cannot come out of the system at the other end with no positive rehabilitation to show for it.
In fact, from the statistics, we are often more likely to have added to their problems. So a range of foster
care and residential therapeutic services are needed, alongside preventative diversion programmes. What
happens when people start to go off the rails, and when they start to fall out of school? Are we getting in at
the bottom and building up? If we’re not, then we’re simply letting the crisis increase exponentially. When
you talk to your policy-makers and Members of Parliament, bring the evidence to them, and bring your
passion. Of course, monitor how measures are implemented. And finally, involve all of our young people in
all aspects that actually concern them. They can help us, and we can learn from them. It’s their right. Thank
you very much.
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HOW DOES ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WORK IN PRACTICE?
•
•

Sean Downey, YouTuber
Daniel Mercieca, National Institute for Childhood (Facilitator)

Daniel: Hi Sean!
Sean: - Hi.
Daniel: - So we’ll be watching your video first, would you like to introduce it?
Sean: - So the video you are going to see, I guess it’s a little bit of a context [...] but what you are going to
hear after you see the video is the story that led me to be able to create videos, to be able to go document
the things I do: from being in foster care and things like that, to taking part in the conversations I get to be
part of. But it took a lot of time and a lot of working within the law system, and a lot of talking with solicitors
and judges, to be able to create simple videos like this, and to tell the world of foster care. So I guess if I
play the video, and now I’ll explain how I got to actually making the videos, how I got into it all.
(video playing)
(Applause)
Daniel: - So Sean, when you introduced the videos you said you’re going to tell us the background story to
this, how you ended up accessing justice because of talking about your experience in foster care.
Sean:- Yeah.
Daniel: - As a child on You Tube, I’ll let you tell us more about that.
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Sean: - Yeah so, it’s a bit of a long story. Well, I’ll try to make it short as much as possible. It started on
7th July of last year, when I went to this conference called CATS, which stands for Children as Actors for
Transforming Society. So when I went the first year, I wasn’t interested, and children kind of thought I was
going on a free holiday to Switzerland. I said who wouldn’t like to go for a week in a palace? So I went there
and misbehaved the whole time, I didn’t attend the workshops, I didn’t like... I didn’t do anything, and then
near the end somebody called Jonathan, who was the director, said to me “Please pretend you enjoy being
here, because you won’t come next year if you don’t want to”. That kind of got to me, and I thought “Well,
maybe I can show these guys that I am a bit more than just messing around.” So near the end, I started
attending my workshops and all my courses. Not courses, but all the workshops and stuff. I mean, it didn’t
really sink in until I was on my way back home, it kind of... I really liked being at CATS, and so decided I
was going to do everything in my will to go to CATS next year. So I decided the best thing to do is start a
You Tube channel [where I would] commit small [on] children’s rights, then hopefully Jonathan will be like
“Yeah, let’s bring them next year”. I uploaded two videos, one with me, one with me and my brother, and
just messing about or whatever, and then I uploaded a video called ‘My Experiences in Foster Care,’ where
I spoke about being in foster care. In that video, I [had] 200 views for like a week or something. Then this
newspaper got on to me, and they were like “We saw your video, we want to do this article on you”. So
I was like “Yeah no problem”. The article was done, and then like a day after the article, it got up to like
60,000 views on the website. The day we uploaded the video, it got like 70,000 views in a day. Because I
was in foster care I contacted like the social record, family agency, and I said, “Well, all these people want
to do the interviews with me, all these TV shows want to ask me questions, can I do them?” And I was told
“No, you’re not allowed, you’re not allowed to go on TV and talk about your experiences with foster care”.
Daniel: - Why?
Sean: - This is because there is a law in Ireland called the Child Care Act in 1991, which is designed to
protect children, and while it does that, I think it’s very outdated because the laws there, the law section
31 … it’s fundamentally there to stop the media from exploiting people in order to make money with new
stories and stuff.
Daniel: - So the law was set up to stop the exploitation of young people.
Sean: - Yeah, and stop them from being kind of … in the media and stuff. But it never took into consideration
that the internet wasn’t around at the time, so they never took into consideration that a young person
wants to talk about themselves. So I was told by the Child & Family Agency social workers - I either delete
my videos, and there was only three, and I still wasn’t only into children, I was like I’m not deleting, I’m in
Switzerland next year. I was told to delete them, or else I will have to go into Court, so I thought, well bring
me into Court.
Daniel: - You went to Court instead of taking them down.
Sean: - Yeah, because I guess once I was told about going into Court, I kind of - it hit something suddenly,
and I wasn’t thinking about myself, I was thinking every child. I guess this is where I started to care about
children’s rights. I thought they only care about me but - every child, no matter where they are, should be
allowed to talk about their situation, because it’s very hard to accept something if you’re not allowed to
talk about it. Like giving a child a huge secret, and telling him to live this secret, but not allowing him to
tell anyone. So I thought, I didn’t like that, I didn’t enjoy it like, they’re not allowed to talk about it, so I said
I’ll go to Court. The first time I went to Court I was kind of there by myself, just saying “well let me do my
videos”, and they were all like, “no, no, no.” There was a point where the solicitor...
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Daniel: - So what kind of support were you given? What kind of help, support, were you given to be able
to represent yourself in Court?
Sean: - The first time I went there, I was just talking by myself and saying “Please let me keep up my videos”.
They said I can leave them up for a week and come back, and we’ll talk about it. I think it was a week, and
then I was appointed a solicitor, so then for that week we worked on, I guess, a set of guidelines, as to why I
should be able to make videos, protocols that I would follow, so that they don’t identify people at my foster
family or other children in care. And so we worked on these guidelines, and I brought them back to Court,
then it was kind of like an ongoing battle, for almost three months, of these guidelines fitting in.
Daniel: - How did it feel being in Court, and going through that experience?
Sean: - I guess for most people being in Court could feel kind of overwhelming and a bit scary, but I didn’t
feel that, because I felt I was there to do something that was right. I felt like I was just doing something
that was normal, I was just trying to give every other child a voice. I wasn’t even thinking about me, I was
thinking, I need to make sure that there is no other child in care that wants to talk about things and is told
no. I was not worried, I mean I was not getting, I didn’t think I was getting into trouble. I wasn’t going to let
anyone give out to me for kind of expressing myself, that’s my right to freedom of expression. So I was just
like, there is no way of getting in trouble.
Daniel: - The fact that you had an aim, you had something to achieve, that made it...
Sean: - … it was determination I think it was, I was kind of like blinded by this motivation, the determination
to continue, and I completely forgot about going back to Switzerland, I completely forgot about doing all
of that. I pushed that aside and I was just like “I don’t care if I never go to any of these places ever again,
I just want to make sure that no other child has to sit here”, because I mean I’m kind of - I was 16 at the
time, and I felt like I was kind of old enough to be able to understand the Court itself, but I never wanted
a 13-year-old or a 14-year-old to be sitting in a Court, getting given out for making a video, when they
shouldn’t if they just want to express themselves.
Daniel: - Sean, was there anything particular which you found challenging about being in Court?
Sean: - Yes, I guess the social workers at the Child & Family were very set on what was written in the Child
Care Act, so just trying to even get them to consider the idea of letting a child in foster care make videos,
and how it could be an ok thing, it was very hard to get them to even think about that, trying to arrange
meetings with them to come up with...
Daniel: - So the lack of flexibility.
Sean: - Yeah, they were not open to kind of new ideas, they were very stuck in their ways and they didn’t
want to change their ways of operating.
Daniel: - So you wanted them to be, you used the words – ‘more open’, what do you mean by that?
Sean: - Well, I kind of wanted them to see that there is a way for children to express themselves, and it
doesn’t necessarily mean they’re going to bring a lot of trouble on themselves. I mean, I understand why
the law was there, but I’m not going to set an explosion on myself to try to make money, if you know what
I mean. I’m a person, I just want to tell people about who I am and what I do, and I guess after that, after I
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put my first video and I was told you’re going into Court, my mind was set that I was going to continue to
make videos showing just my normal life, not even making a huge message in every video about the fact
that I’ve been in foster care, but just showing how the life of a child who’s in care is still completely normal
[compared] to every other child. That’s why in every video you don’t hear me going, “I’m in foster care”. I
don’t feel like you need to say it - I just live a normal life. People are going to know I’m in foster care - this
kid has a normal life; this kid is in foster care.
Daniel: - Ok, when I met you before and we talked, what I was wondering is, I’m sure there are loads of
other children out there who would have liked to do this, or who felt that something was wrong. And they
wanted to do something, but I’m sure they didn’t get to quite do it. They didn’t get to where you got, so
when you look back at it, what do you think supported you? How come you ended up taking the action of
going through with it and actually winning the Court case, if you look back?
Sean: - I guess it’s because this is, it goes back a bit to like when... when I first went to foster care, went
into residential care which is completely different - I’ve been living with a foster family, residential care in
Ireland is, at least the one I was in, it was a bit all over the place. You had different people coming in every
day and it was a very negative kind of atmosphere, and so me being in there, kind of, people had this idea
of me, that I was never going to achieve anything, because I was in residential care. I stayed in residential
care for two years and all this negative kind of atmosphere was going about, and I didn’t tell anybody I was
in foster care, kind of like I kept it a secret. After two years I moved in to a foster family and... talking to a lot
of other foster kids in Ireland, a lot of them would go from being from a foster family to a residential, cause
it’s usually that as your behaviour kind of gets worse and worse, you move in to residential. And that’s why
I think that in Ireland you never hear of kids in residential talking about it, because they’re in this bad place
and don’t know how to speak about it. Though luckily for me...
Daniel: - You don’t feel empowered or in a state to speak about it, that’s what you’re saying.
Sean: - Yeah, luckily for me I went from being in a bad place to being in the good place, I’ve gone from
being the person everyone thought was going to drop out of school and kind of live off the State, to being
in a foster family. And so I guess the idea that I managed to do something that other people hadn’t believed
in me, I thought that this was just another obstacle… the Child Care Act was another thing, foster care was
one thing that I overcame, so I could definitely overcome this thing.
Daniel: - So how did the experience of foster care actually support or help you in being able to have the
confidence to actually go to Court and get your rights met?
Sean: - I think it was because I had a foster family, as opposed to... I think if I was in residential I would have
never been able to go to Court, because residential is...
Daniel: - If you were in residential you wouldn’t have been able to go to Court...
Sean: - Yeah, I wouldn’t have been mentally prepared, because residential in Ireland is run by staff, and it
changes every couple of hours. And I think, to be prepared for anything, or even a school test - anything,
you need a family, you need people you are familiar with, you need people that you see every day, and that
you could kind of get a bond with. But seeing people for three hours in the morning, and then different
people in the evening, I could never kind of build this stable foundation. That’s why I think... Foster care
you got a family that you saw every day, when I went to school I came home to the same people, they are
there every day.
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Daniel: - That’s how you built...
Sean: - And that kind of built me up, and got me feeling confident, and my school grades went up. I mean
now, I don’t drop lower than a B in school. But when I was in residential, I was lucky if I got a grade at all.
Just having the family and being in the mind space where I was coming home from school and I know my
house is not going to be a wreck, I come home from school and I know who’s going to be there - this made
me feel so much happier, ‘cause I was able to continue on with... And that kind of made me think that even
when I went into Court, and even when if there was a bad outcome, I could go home to the family I was
used to, and they’ll be loving and supporting me, whereas in residential if I went into Court and I kind of
got told “no”, I’d go home but none of them really care about it, they’d be like “ok so you’ve been told no”.
Daniel: - You knew that you could go to Court, and it could go wrong, but at least you had something to
fall back on.
Sean: - I had someone kind of to talk to, and someone that could understand.
Daniel: - So knowing you have that, actually gives you the confidence to go to Court and to actually access
justice in this way, which I think is really a crucial point. I’d like to thank you for mentioning that.
Sean: - No problem.
Daniel: - Alright, future, what would you like to achieve? What’s ahead? You’ll get a lot of subscribers now.
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Sean: - The story started with being in Court, what happened in the end was that after three months of
constantly going back and forth and being told no, we brought this set of guidelines to the judge, and he
eventually ended up passing them. Now I’m allowed to make videos talking [about] being in foster care,
which I guess... If I had, at the start... if I had listened to them when they said “take down your video”,
and if I hadn’t challenged the law, then I would have been completely different. I’ve been told by multiple
higher up solicitors, higher up lawyers, that I tried to challenge this law. They told me like “You will never
be able to do it”, I mean this thing was kind of... every time I went to any kind of gathering with social
workers or anything, a lot of them kind of knew we were already, ‘cause they heard about this thing that
was happening, and they were like “we were asked for advice on your case” and stuff. They didn’t think I
would be able to achieve what I achieved, and I think the reason I achieved what I achieved is because I was
the child, and the opinion came from me. I mean, you could hear my voice shining through with everything
that was said inside the Court, and it was me wanting to make my videos. It wasn’t the newspaper wanting
to talk about the child in care, it wasn’t somebody else wanting something else, it was just me wanting to
share my experiences and help other people.
Daniel: - And you think you could change this because it was you, it was your voice which was heard there.
Sean: - And then I was told yes you can do it, and then the guy from CATS who told me, “Smile and pretend
like you like it and you never have to return”, I got an email off him three months later, asking me to be
part of the team that organises the conference. So that way I organise CATS every single year, I’m part of
the Eurochild conference, I helped to organize that this year. I’ve travelled to Brussels nearly six times in
the last year, I’ve travelled to Paris twice, London, literally just sharing these experiences and using, I guess
the perspective I had inside of Court, the perspective I had in residential care, foster care, to sort of build
environments for kids that… it’s both kind of mentally stimulating, so it gets their mind thinking, and they
can kind of share their views without being told “you’re not allowed to talk about this, you’re not allowed to
talk about that…” And it kind of goes back to your question about, “Where do you want to go in the future?”
I still think there is a lot of laws that need to be looked at, and a lot of things with regards to residential
care and private fostering, I don’t think private fostering should ever be a thing, I don’t think it should be
a profit. In foster care, when you hear the word private, you’re getting paid to... I mean private prisons, if
you look at private prisons and there is this report saying the guards sometimes just pick people off the
streets and put them into prisons ‘cause the money is coming and it’s a private prison. If you’re like having
a profit, inside foster care, it’s going to decrease the actual, want to foster the kids, and more people that
just need money are just going to start fostering. Also with regards to the Child Care Act, like the law that
was outdated, it didn’t let kids express themselves because it was written before the internet. I think there
is a lot of laws that are stripping children of their basic rights that maybe don’t intend on doing it, haven’t
taken into consideration the internet, because I mean... No child would have, you can’t really go in the street
and be like “I’m in foster care”, no one will really listen, and that is where the Child Care Act was like “well
the children won’t need to”. But now you can put up a status online and that is expressing yourself, so that
falls under the Act. I feel like if someone would sit down and actually look through that book, I think they’d
make those changes themselves, everybody would make those changes because it’s just common sense. I
feel like right now I’m kind of bringing those to the light, and kind of show[ing] people you need to look at
this one, you need to look at that one. Also I want to pursue a career in film, ‘cause film is my main thing. I
use films that spread the messages and through conferences, I could be filming every day here, and when
I go back to the hotel I edit them, so I share the messages for kids that can’t attend here, so they still feel
like they’re part of this, and hope like I can empower people through my videos, so maybe hopefully one
day they’ll pick up a camera. And I saw that at CATS a lot of people saw me filming, they came took my
camera went around and told their stories so I mean...
Daniel: - They used your camera to tell their stories?
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Sean: - Yeah.
Daniel: - Ok.
Sean: - So I want to make videos that inspire others to just create, and don’t be afraid to challenge what
you’re told, like I wasn’t afraid to challenge, the social workers I’m still … I love challenging things cause
unless you say no, unless you speak out, you’re going to get stuck, and the same thing, you’re going to be
told “no, no, no, no”.
Daniel: - You’re going to get stuck. Sean, I’m not from a legal background but what I found particularly
interesting is that the law was set in a particular date, and didn’t take into consideration how things were
changing, like we know now that social media is so important, it is part of actually constructing your
identity, it’s like part and parcel of who you are, and it’s... I’m wondering and when we invite the panel to
come over, Regina, Marta, how can we get laws which are more reactive, more responsive to changes, like
this change about using social media, and how can we take that into consideration quickly, so as to respect
that for children?
Sean: - I just feel like, I think this is a lot on the State. I mean, I’m using the State of Ireland as an example,
but to go through all those laws would take a lot of time and a lot of money and a lot of energy, so I feel
like they don’t want to, kind of they don’t want to look at the laws and be like, “Let’s change them just so
we can give kids a voice”. They don’t think that children deserve a voice, and so they’re not willing to put
in time, to put in resources to look at these laws and update them.
Daniel: - It’s about putting in time and putting in resources.
Sean: - Yeah, that’s why I feel like now, like every time online and stuff, I’m always looking up, trying to see
what laws are there, ‘cause I feel like I have the power to be able to kind of... Well, I wouldn’t say power,
every child has the power... I just have more experience of it, and if I have to put myself out there, trying to
push barriers and cause trouble, if I have to be the one that gets into trouble, just so that children have an
easier way of living in foster care and in any sort of situation, I’d rather put myself out there and get me in
trouble, than get a whole group of people in trouble in the future for trying to do something.
Daniel: - Thank you Sean, thanks a lot for that.
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Jennilee Agius
Sari Albaga
Naomi Bugre
Daniel Mercieca, National Institute for Childhood (Facilitator)

Daniel: - We’ll start off with Jennilee. I was just interested in your reactions as a person who, as a child,
accessed justice as a witness at Court. What are your reactions upon hearing about Sean’s experience?
Jennilee: - Hello I am Jennilee, I’m a soon-to-be lawyer, and I’m also one of the founders of Students for
Children. We promote children’s rights and their duties. When hearing Sean speak, it took me back to
a number of years ago when I experienced being in Court as a witness. What used to frustrate me a lot
was that they used to use the information until they get whatever they want, and then the help which the
witnesses need is not provided. In my case I had the help of a psychologist nearly ten years after the case
happened, when I felt the consequences myself. This is why I wrote my thesis on the judicial proceedings
and the changes that happened - the positive changes, but also about the things which could change. In
my recommendations I mentioned the child advocate - for example, that all children should have a child
advocate irrelevant of their background, and irrelevant of whether they are in a good home and cared for.
They still need a child advocate, because most of the time, the parents rely on the useful help of the police
inspectors, but they do not consider that the children have other needs. They need to know their rights,
and they need to know whatever is happening. I never knew what was happening in Court. I never knew
my rights, I was never told, and I was never informed, and I think that is very important during judicial
proceedings.
Daniel: - You were also speaking to me about some practical things which happened at Court, which
you didn’t find helpful. And then you also spoke to me about knowing that something had changed, but
something didn’t. Would you like to speak a little bit about the challenges in that regard - not the big
changes that need to happen, but what you experienced yourself?
Jennilee: - Well, when we were waiting in the hallways of the Court, we were always waiting in the same
waiting area as the defendant. He usually sat next to us, and the handcuffs were removed right in front of
us. There were also other things for, like for example when we were being cross examined and examined.
The video conference was already in place; the issue was that we didn’t know who we were speaking to.
I remember there were two men, I don’t know who they were, but we didn’t have a support person next
to us. I think that would have been very helpful for example. What I recently proposed is to have a child
advocate sitting next to the child, even just saying nothing, and sitting next to them. I think that would be
extremely helpful.
Daniel: - Are you aware of some of the changes which happened since then?
Jennilee: - Since I am doing law practice at the moment, I see some changes. For example, the Magistrate,
by discretion (though not by law) will take the children in their chambers and cross examine them with the
help of a social worker. I think that is very helpful as well.
Daniel: - That’s a positive change.
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Jennilee: - There were a number of positive changes, and I don’t remember all of them right now, but
there were a number of changes. I think the police inspectors are more informed now as well. They are
more informed about the children’s rights, and you can feel it. You can feel that there is the presence of
someone who is more knowledgeable than before. However, they don’t have enough time to dedicate to
all the witnesses.
Daniel: - You are very passionate about the recommendations that you made. You mentioned one
recommendation of the child advocate, but I know that you’ve got others.
Jennilee: - In the case of defilement of minors, the prescriptions start to run when the case happens. For
example, a child has only one year from when the case happens to report. In other cases, like rape for
example, the prescriptions start to run when the child reaches majority of 18 years old.
Daniel: - So that’s a change you are proposing.
Jennilee: - Yes.
Daniel: - That the prescription will start even in the case of defilement, from the age of majority.
Daniel: - Any other suggestions you’d like to make?
Jennilee: - That there should be a clinical psychologist before, during, and after the judicial proceedings.
The service will help not just the child, but also the Magistrate. It will help the Magistrate a lot. Most of the
Magistrates are trained to deal with certain issues, and I think a clinical psychologist would help decisions
to be taken in the best interest of the child. It will help the family members and also the defendant, because
the outcome will be a just outcome.
Daniel: - Ok thank you, Jennilee. Thank you very much. So we’ll move on to Sari. Sari generally spoke about
access and about not knowing what was going on. How does this idea, of not being informed, strike you?
Sari: - Well, this is one of the things that I faced myself, personally. There is no information for people to
know what their rights are and what they’re eligible for, and one example was in the education system. I
tried to enrol in the education system, and I had been trying to communicate with them and see what the
criteria were. Unfortunately the [difficulty] that I faced was that there were no specific rules that I [could]
follow, so I that I [could] enrol within an institute in this education system.
Daniel: - In fact you told me something which really struck me. You told me that there were people who
told you, “These are your rights - one, two, three,” but they didn’t tell you how you [could] access them.
Sari: - Exactly. This is after I got my protection, because I’m an asylum seeker here. This is specifically the
problem with asylum seekers here. After I got my protection, they told me “these are your rights - one, two,
three”, and then I said “OK great, but how I can access these rights?” They said “Well, we don’t know, this
is up to you.” Then I had to face the whole society myself. It was the first time I was in Malta, so it was a
very big challenge for me to face a big society. I had to try to build it from scratch, to where I reached now.
Now, we formed a group called Spark 15, which is trying to help refugees and migrants in general to know
what their rights are, and to help them integrate into society, and help them access education, health care
and documentation.
Daniel: - Am I right in saying that it took you three years to enrol at University?
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Sari: - Yes, three years passed of my life without education. Luckily this year, after I put up the issue in the
media, and with the help of the professors in the University like Maria Pisani and Julia... [They] helped me
to try to tackle this issue, and manage to enrol within the University.
Daniel: - So it wasn’t a question of whether there is a standard procedure that you can access. It only
happened because you took the issue up with the media.
Sari: - Exactly.
Daniel: - Ok, so this is what you mean - that there are no procedures where the child knows “this is the way
how I can access my right”.
Sari: - Exactly, I think even in the children, it’s even more complicated. They don’t always have the capacity
to go around and ask. Maybe as youth we have the capability to do that, but children they don’t have the
same thing. When they don’t have access to the right, and they don’t have a guardian to let them know
what they can do, then that’s a big issue.
Daniel: - How can we speak about access to justice if you don’t even have access to education?
Sari: - Which is a simple basic thing.
Daniel: - Thank you. Naomi what are your reactions after listening to Sean, Jennilee and Sari?
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Naomi: - I’m really touched by all of your experiences. It’s been amazing listening to everyone. Just a bit
of background about myself - I’m not an asylum seeking child, and I was never in care, however I was
very often assimilated with refugee children because of my skin colour. It was very, very easy for people
to treat me as such, so I tend to understand a lot about the issues which people face. I really have to
reiterate what Jennilee said. The amount of expectations on the child to actually stand up and say “I
want to access my rights, I want to be empowered to do this and to do that...” Yes, I think it is sometimes
an unrealistic expectation, because children just want to be happy, and they just want to make friends.
That was something which I experienced a lot in my childhood. Whenever I was faced with any type of
discrimination, even subtly, I kind of suffered from this sort of Stockholm syndrome. I wanted to be friends
with them even more, and I wanted to be accepted. I think that the root of this, when we’re speaking about
it, is that we have to ask who we are seeking justice for. If we’re seeking justice for the child, then as Jenilee
said, the needs go way beyond just punitive measures and sanctioning another person. As the child, most
of the time you don’t want to see something negative happening to the other person. Even if somebody
told you something at school, or you have a parent who isn’t treating you the way that they should, I mean,
I think that children just want everything to be normal. They just want everything to go away. So I think
when we speak about justice for the child, it goes way beyond just saying “Oh we’ve put that person in
jail” or “We’ve punished that child”. So now, you don’t have to talk about it anymore, but you really need
help to be able to believe in yourself and empower yourself, and deal with a lot of the things which come
afterwards. Afterwards is kind of forgotten. It’s like we’ve sorted the problem, and it’s over. However, it’s not
over for a lot of these children.
Daniel: - Something which you told me, and which really struck me is: “For me, justice was about being seen for
who I am, and not being seen through your lenses. Not being seen through your frames but being seen - see
me for who I am, ask me who I am, and respect that. Respect me, rather than thinking that I’m someone else.”
Naomi: - Definitely, I mean... Everybody wants to be seen for who they are. My identity was really important
to me when I was much younger - I participated in a number of campaigns which were, sort of... I am
Maltese like everyone else, I don’t want to be treated differently than anyone else. I feel like now that I’ve
grown a bit older, my perception is a bit different. I understand that that’s not always going to happen,
and you have to stop waiting for other people to accept you, because it’s almost never going to happen. It
might, and we should definitely work towards that, but I feel that I am speaking on behalf of a lot of other
people who are thinking “What if we are not accepted? What do we do then?” Do we only feel good when
other people accept us? How can we feel good even when people don’t accept us? I think that’s a really
important part of it as well.
Daniel: - I think it is, and I think that’s something we can take away with us.
Sean: - I guess something that I hear, that a lot of people have said - yesterday and even today - is a lot of
the solution, to anything that arises within the area of rights and people that have rights is... You tend to just
tell them their rights, you sort of throw the answer at them, without showing them how to work towards the
answer. That’s not even just with rights, that’s also with schoolwork, or whatever. You tend to give people
the solution, without showing how to actually get towards the solution. So while you know you should have
clean water, you should have a shelter, you should have clean clothes, you should have food... I think a lot of
people tend to do it, even I do it sometimes. Sometimes you think by telling somebody something, you’re
fixing their problems. But I mean, someone could tell you how to win the lotto, just pick the right numbers.
You still have to win the lotto, you still have to go and actually have the luck. Someone could tell you that
you need clean water, you still don’t have the water you need. Besides telling people, we need to make sure
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that we’re putting what we say into practice, because we tend to brush things off as an excuse, especially
the government does when it comes to mental health – We have these mental health talks in school, but
they’re not really mental health talks. They’re kind of just telling you what mental health is - the bad mental
health and the good mental health. A lot of people know that, but they don’t know what to do if they’re
experiencing bad mental health. That’s our government saying that we’re tackling that problem at school,
but they’re not really. They’re just telling us what the problem is. I think a lot of governments do that in
helping refugees. They’re telling them what they should have, but they are never actually giving it to them,
so what they need to do is stop talking and take action.
Daniel: - Clear guidelines, clear frameworks, and communication that leads to action.
Sean: - We tend to just talk, and talk, but when you talk you’re just... Like, when I say things here, and I say
it without doing action, I’m just telling myself the stuff that I already know. There is no point in saying stuff
if I already know what you’re saying. You need to put them into action. Words can’t teach, words can only
guide.
Daniel: - Thank you. Marta, Regina, you are the people who go from words to action, or suggest the actions.
Marta: - I think we feel very humble when we listen to all of you. We are very inspired, everything you say
makes us go into a big cloud of reflection. The first thing that I would like to say is that this is very serious.
When we talk about children’s rights, and we want to talk about what it should be translating to, it cannot
be lip service. It cannot be an afterthought, and it cannot just be checking a box. It’s a very demanding
task, it’s a never ending task, and each time, we need to feel like we are not there yet. Even if we have the
best law, the best policy, and the best system of protection, there is always so much better that we can
do. The second thing is something that we knew, but which we heard in a forceful way. This is that if we
miss the opportunity of really listening to the way that young people see what we are doing, we really
realize how much better we could become. Each and every one of you has presented very important
recommendations, that are so important for all of us. The opportunity of seeing the role of the state, and
the role of the government, and the role of institutions, and the role of the law, and the policies – but the
people, it’s so important, as an element that needs to connect everywhere. That’s my first reflection. The
second is that children really have an endless sense of what is fair and what is just. And when we take it
seriously, we really make our world better. I am very touched by the many examples you have all provided,
of what we believe is right, is not negotiable, and has no limits. We will be as strong as needed to make it
work and prevail. And I think we are encouraged to do it in our own role – no words to thank you, ever. Just
think of democracy in so many countries. That’s what people need, is that belief that you have brought…
but the other part of the truth, I think, is the unique resourcefulness of young people. The creativity and
the imagination, and whatever may be used to make a contribution to change the world. It is so fascinating.
Sometimes we have such sophisticated systems and tools at our hands, and it seems that the reality is too
complex to make a little step that makes a big splash, and with small things like Sean’s video, big splashes
are being done, and we just miss it. We become too complicated, and it is a big lesson again, to remain
humble. I was also reflecting that it is so beautiful to recognise that the inner force of a young person will
become a complete trigger of change for so many others. When there is stability, when there is education,
when there is this protective sense that I belong, and that people believe in me. Not only that I believe in
what I am doing, but that I am believed and respected in my human dignity, and in my way of transforming
the world.
Daniel: - Such a powerful trigger for transformation.
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Marta: - And that has such an impact on the laws, on the systems, on all the bureaucratic things we deal with on
a regular basis, and that is unique and fascinating. The final thing is that very often, when we try to adjust the
world, we think about how we fix a few problems or how we address the situation of a few children. Very often
we see those few children as the problem. We see the difficulty, and the complexity, rather than seeing children
as you have portrayed it - the beauty, the resourcefulness, the creativity, and the vision for the world. And when
we think about children at that level, as all children being entitled to the same, every child will be the richness
of our society, rather than the problem to fix. And I take that as a very strong lesson from today, so thank you.
Daniel: - Regina?
Regina: - I would first like to thank the four amazing young people who are sitting here with us today,
because they have actually challenged our legal systems, and our justice systems. I think that this is really
what puts us to the test. I think other children and other young people in our Member States are probably
going through similar experiences, unfortunately. But I think that you are real human rights activists, and I
think that this experience has probably brought you forward, even if it has been traumatising and difficult you have built on this experience, and you have triggered your leaders to look at the way the justice system
is dealing with children’s rights violations in some cases. For Sean, it has been a rollercoaster ride since
you started off in CATS, which is an event that the Council of Europe supports a lot. We try to participate,
as it is an amazing place where children become real actors of transforming society. So even if your first
experience was not very positive, I think that the output of that experience has changed, and that is the
reason for why you’re here today. I think that that is utterly amazing, and proof that this is the right way
of involving children. They are fully taking part and they are defining the agenda together with the adults,
and I think that this is excellent. I think Sean in particular was challenged in a number of areas regarding
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children’s rights, first of all freedom of expression. It is a limit. Social workers were probably confronted
with what is in the best interests of Sean - how can I respect the child protection act, am I going to be
infringing laws by allowing him to do his YouTube videos, etc. So I think it was probably challenging for
them to find the line of what was right, and what was in the best interests of Sean.
Daniel: - Is it also about adult’s assumptions, of the protection that children need?
Regina: - Exactly, so I don’t think that we would have done the same thing for a child who was brought
up in his or her family. It would have been up to the parent to decide yes or no - do I want my child to be
on YouTube, which is an exposure that children are often put in, and even the media… I think the media
has a huge role to play, and today YouTube is the media for children. I think in some cases, and in some
countries, we are allowing parents to give their consent for having their children displayed on the media.
For example, some of the Supernanny television shows, where we allow cameras to film children that are
having temper tantrums, that are in the bathroom, that are crying, that are very miserable, feel awful they’re being educated in many ways, which may not always be considered as positive parenting, so it is a
challenging area.
[Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, President of Malta, arrives]
Daniel: - Thank you, Your Excellency, for joining us. It’s always a pleasure to have you with us. So, Regina
was just to recap a bit. Jenilee, Sean, Naomi and Sari have shared their experience in different ways, and
have passed on some recommendations, and Marta has just reacted to that, and Regina was also reacting.
Regina: - Yes, I will continue your Excellency. So I was saying that the media has a huge role to play in
respecting children’s rights, and I think that they also need to be informed about children’s rights, to
respect children’s rights. I also think that in Sean’s case, he was also challenged, or he challenged the need
for the system to provide access to a complaint mechanism, and to a guardian who would be able to be
representative in the Court system. I think that it was interesting that it provided the opportunity to prepare
your own guidelines - they were out of their comfort zone, so I think that they worked with you in order
to be able to get your input as well. I think that it must also have been a challenge for the judge to work
together with you. I think that it is very positive that you are providing positive examples of foster care,
because for you it is a profoundly positive experience. I think it is excellent that you have the possibility, and
that you are engaged. You are representing a lot of children, and you are portraying foster care in a very
positive way. I think many children are probably going to be extremely grateful. I also think that in terms of
children’s rights, as a human rights defender, I think you are definitely on the right track.
Daniel: - Regina, Jennilee didn’t find that person who supported her in Court, and Sari was told his rights
but he wasn’t told the road to access those rights.
Regina: - Yes, I think that for Sari, it is an example of his accessing justice. Your accessing justice is an example
of when the process is not holistic, and when the process is not complete. So you have one part of the picture,
you have access, and you have information about what your rights are, but it doesn’t work if you don’t have
the possibility of being able to access justice. This is why it’s so crucially important that ministers of justice
understand the need not just to inform, but also to provide access, and to be able to have the procedure such
that the judge can, and is able, and is obliged, to listen to the child whenever the rights are being violated,
or the child feels that their rights are being threatened in whatever way. I think that you have the experience
and the journey, which is precious, and which is extremely important for others to know, so I think that you’ve
really done that. You’ve come a long way, and I think you are in the right place Sari.
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Regina: - As for Jennilee, we had the opportunity to exchange yesterday, and I was aware of the experience
that Jennilee had. I better understand why you are doing good. You are going to go down the path of being
able to support children that will unfortunately go through the same experience as you. You understand
exactly what these children need because they have that experience, so I think that it is again extremely
important for all countries to understand that when a child is a victim of violence, that the child has to be
put into the centre of the process. All of the professionals have to surround the child, because it is not only
for the benefit of the child. It is also for the benefit of the prosecution, because it is important to get the
right truth from the child, and it is important that this is done by persons that listen to the child, and that
support the child. I think it is crucial that as soon as we understand, or we have the slightest suspicion,
that a child has been a victim of sexual violence, we cannot wait for the judicial procedure to end. That can
unfortunately take a long time. Even if child-friendly justice means a speedy trial, it doesn’t always work like
that in practice. Whenever we have the suspicion that a child has been a victim of sexual violence, that child
needs support immediately, and cannot wait for the judgment to come through. I think it is also crucial for
any legal system that intends to set up a children’s house, or a child-friendly multidisciplinary structure that this is anchored in legislation. It has to be in the law - that a child-friendly procedure through children’s
houses, it has to be anchored in the legislation itself. And I hope that your experience will be taken on
board, and any policy or legislated change... I think you definitely, as an individual, you are really going to
be precious to a lot of children, who will be lucky enough to have you defend and support them.
Daniel: - Regina, you mentioned the media, and we mentioned the importance of training the media and
training media people, on reporting about children who access justice... Sometimes the kind of reporting
that we get, where all the details of particular court proceedings end up online... and because they are
online, they are never taken off. The media is always selective, and how the media carry out their selective
process is something that I would underline - in terms of education, and in terms of training the media as
well, regarding how young people will be portrayed. Any more comments?
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Regina: - If I can just, very briefly, before passing the word to Marta Santos Pais… I think that media holds an
enormous responsibility in respecting the privacy of victims, and it should be clear in law that the identity
of a child who has been a victim of violence, bullying or sexual violence, or other forms of violence - the
identity of that child should be kept hidden.
Daniel: - Well the name would be kept hidden, but for example in local circumstances, in Malta, if you say
everything else but you don’t mention the name, the child can still be identified.
Regina: - They should keep the identity, and people should not be able to identify the child. I think that is
manipulating, and going around the legislation that should be protecting the privacy of the child. This way
the child has to not only carry the pain and the suffering as a victim of a crime, as an individual, but also
has to carry public opinion as well. It is too much, and is not respectful to the rights of the child. That’s very
clear.
Daniel: - Thank you. Marta?
Marta: - The role of the media is very important, for all the reasons that have been said. I also believe that
the media plays a very important role in forming opinions, and in trying to overcome harmful perceptions
or attitudes or behaviour. It is so important to recall the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. When
it speaks about the media, it speaks about the role of the media in promoting the rights of the child, and
empowering media by providing the right information, the right skills, and the right ethical approach to
speak about the rights of the child. This is certainly very important, along with mobilizing society as a
whole to support the right change that is necessary for a country, and of course avoiding the stigmatisation
of children or creating harmful situations for particular victims. In some countries there has been a kind of
annual prize for the media, you know, who has written the best articles, or made the best videos, or the best
documentaries, regarding promotion of the rights of the child. Perhaps this is something that Malta could
consider, so that we could see the positive side of it, rather than the not so positive. If I may just share two
recommendations, that seem to be very important... No doubt when there is strong political commitment
at the very top – and we are so honoured to have the presence of the President of Malta here – but when
the right message comes from the top in a country, given the sense of what the path to be crossed should
be, that touches everybody down the road. I think it creates the ambition of being close to that figure,
close to that message, and certainly it’s something that should not be taken for granted, but should be
appreciated, acknowledged, and followed. The second thing is that, being a lawyer, of course I deeply trust
the judiciary and the whole justice system - I believe it’s fundamental. However, exercising the rights of
children, and giving people the tools for how to make use of them starts in the community, starts in the
school, and starts in everyday life, way before any court is required to intervene. And that’s why having a
child protection system in a country is so fundamental, along with having a clear legislation that defines
what the rules and responsibilities of all actors are, how people can take advantage of them, and what is
expected. Is it my option to report a problem, or am I required to really report and follow on a problem
that I have identified as part of the system? That is all part of what we expect, and if we do that, in fact
we will have better laws, we will have better guidance for professionals, and we will have better services
from the point of view of those counting on those services and institutions. I think, rather than reacting
and fragmenting in our attitudes, perhaps we can have a much greater sense of synergy, resources will be
better used no doubt, but we will prevent the risks. We will protect those who may be at risk, and we will
have a lot of versions about what happens to anyone who gets involved with the system, but life continues.
It has to be hopeful, positive, and full of ambition, as we heard our young people say. That of course is the
dream we want to pursue, I think we have been guided by very strong experiences which shows us that it
can be done and it is being done, so congratulations again.
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DISCUSSION
Mary Gauci
Good morning to everyone. I would like to refer to Norah’s presentation on yesterday’s workshop, where
she mentioned that many times, we need to be careful not only of children’s behaviour, but of their needs
during this behaviour. Sometimes the children themselves are guilty of criminal action, and in our country
the law says they would have a mark on their criminal record – so they continue carrying that which they
did when they were children, up to when they are older. Norah’s group mentioned parent’s programmes,
and programmes in the schools – these should be considered if programmes are also held with children
who are abused, those who have performed a criminal act, so that they may be clean from the criminal act
when they are older. Maybe they were bullied, or maybe they had particular needs... there are places with
the Government where these children who have grown up cannot apply, because they have been tarnished
with a criminal record that they still carry with them. I don’t think it’s right to condemn a person for their
whole life. These things need to be arranged in the law. Just as there is the Sedqa programme, there should
be a programme from Year 3 where they learn about self-esteem, peer pressure, a lesson on children’s
rights and what children should do, etc. And such a programme should also be available in Gozo. Thank
you.
Mario Attard
I would like to thank the President of Malta. She knows my story, and I am proud that she was always
behind me. The President wants to do more about children’s rights, and I know that she is there to listen.
Of my own story of 11 years ago, in a case that lasted two years, I was very disappointed with the way I was
treated in Malta, at the time how my son was treated, how I was treated when I was abroad, how my son
was treated when he tried to speak his voice… I had support from some people, and I won the case after
2 years. I pushed and pushed for my son to have his voice heard. The story is very long. All I want is for
people like me… I brought the children up on my own, and I know what happened. The point is this, I am
proud that my son was heard, I am proud I did it, but I am disappointed. Someone in my position can help
the authorities, I can help you all, I can give you my story, I can give you my ideas. I am disappointed that
people like us will be dismissed and it’s like ‘oh you brought your son, oh well done.’ That’s not fair. I did it
for my country and I brought my son up as a Maltese citizen. I did it, and I am proud of it, and I am proud
to help. Thank you very much.
Sharon Cilia
Hello my name is Sharon Cilia, I’m 12 years old. I wrote what I learnt from this conference. I learnt that most
heroes are heroes because they have been through the injustice themselves. And the word can mean the
difference between life and death, but an action can make a difference between lives and deaths. Before
this conference, I used to talk about heroes in my books. Now I’ve realized, that when I open my eyes and
look at the world around me, I realize that there are more heroes than we think, and that they live in the
hearts of each and every person that want to make a difference, has the courage to change, or that has the
courage to admit that there are some things that need to change.
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Daniela Azzopardi Bonanno
First of all, I’d like to congratulate the Foundation for their fantastic work with this conference. What I’d
like to say is, we’ve heard throughout this conference about the need to have professionals working with
children, and about having training for these professions. I’m here to raise the other side of the coin. There
are professionals who are pursuing their own studies and who are attending conferences out of their own
pockets, but then they are not given the opportunity to implement what they learned, and to put what
they have found out through their research into practice. It is very frustrating that up till now, key positions
have been appointed through politics. There have been political appointments to these key positions, and
it is more frustrating to see that the current law, the current draft that is being discussed in Parliament, has
retained these political appointments. So it is frustrating for us professionals that we are not given these
opportunities. Just yesterday, during the workshop for juvenile justice, the issue was raised that there are
currently only two child advocates, working on a part-time basis. All case laws involving children have to
be allocated to these two part-timers. There are professionals that are interested in taking on this job, yet
there are no calls to do so. Another issue that was raised was that these two part-timers are allocated to
family law cases, so children in conflict with the law are not given a child advocate. They are appointed
a legal aid lawyer. It’s like giving them the service of a GP when you should be providing them with a
paediatrician, and this is a disservice to our children. I think that the authorities are too quick to say that
they do not have the resources to work with. There are the resources. What is needed is investment. As Ms.
Gibbons said yesterday, you need to budget for these investments, in order for these professionals to give
their services. Thank you.
Daniel Mercieca
Jennilee, what are the reactions of other young people to your work?
Jennilee Agius
At first when we started the organisation ‘Students for Children’, there was a backlash - not from the
children, but from the parents. We started out with promoting their rights, but the backlash was that the
parents said that the children know their rights. Well, most of them do - they know they have a right to
life, they know they have a right to eat, they know their basic rights, but they do not know the rights for
accessing justice for example, which is why this conference is being held. What they were saying was that
we should combine their rights with their duties. So we issue leaflets, for example... One of the leaflets was
‘I have a right to drink fresh water, I have a duty not to waste it.’ That brought the children back to us. They
said ‘OK, you’re making sense, I mean yes, we have a right, and we have a duty.’ At the same moment that
we are teaching them about their rights, we are also teaching them how to give back to society, and how
to help. I think that was very useful as well, because it helped them to think. We weren’t just throwing rights
at them. We were helping them to think about their rights, and about the children who don’t have access
to those rights. For example, you cannot waste the water because there are children who don’t have access
to fresh water. So that made them think about those who don’t enjoy the same rights they do, while also
thinking about those rights which they didn’t even realise as their rights –such as accessing justice. So I
think there was quite a good feedback from the children as well.
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Sari Albaga
Well in our case we haven’t really started working with the children. First we want to prepare the youths,
so the youth can give guidance to those children, and can be their mentors. This is because when it
comes to refugees and asylum seekers, it’s a bit of a different story. They have a different culture and a
different background. We are targeting each one, like a mentor from the same culture and from the same
background, so they can interact with each other in a more smooth way. For children, when you bring
someone that is not familiar with the culture, with the lifestyle that he used to live, that would create a big
gap between each other. So they can understand each other, understand the problem, and even lead him
to the process of helping him in his basic needs. So first we started in youth, and then we tried to work with
children. We think that children are even more of a sensitive topic, and we really need to be prepared for
it, it’s not an easy thing.

Naomi Bugre
When we started our work, me and my friend Sarah had an overwhelming response from children. Some of
what we heard was really, really horrific, and most of them don’t want to speak out, because they feel that
it’s so difficult for them to do so. We had some children who came to us, and said that they were spending
some time every week sitting in bleach, so that they could remove some colour from their skin. I don’t think
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that there is anybody who is specifically to blame for this. I don’t want to put the blame on any particular
person. I think children really know what their rights are, and I think it’s just such a multifaceted thing. One
movement which is happening right now, which I truly support, is black children leaving their hair natural,
and not being encouraged to put extensions in their hair. It’s so difficult for children to accept their hair, and
their roots. It’s very difficult, because as I said, you want to assimilate with everyone around you, you don’t
want to stand out, you don’t want people to look at you differently. You just want to be treated normally.
I think that there’s so much that everybody can do - even just celebrating children’s hair and celebrating
their parent’s culture, allowing them to express themselves, and not putting the spotlight on them, and
looking at a child and giving them extra attention. That’s not what we want, we just want to be allowed to
be who we are, without feeling like ‘Oh, if I have my natural hair, people aren’t going to think I’m Maltese,
people are going to think I’m African’. It’s just such a multifaceted problem, and I think everybody can do
something about it. So I really encourage all people who are working towards these things, because I know
there are so many teachers and so many professionals who are doing this. Please keep doing what you’re
doing, because children really feel it and they appreciate it a lot.
Sean Downey
I guess, from what I’m doing, me making my videos and stuff, I’ve seen... because I go to groups with other
kids in foster care, and a lot of them would want to express themselves. Maybe not even say that they
are in foster care, but maybe they want to just express themselves through writing about stuff, and what
not. And because I made the video saying I was in foster care, and I went through the legal system to be
able to make videos. I see a lot of kids that maybe watch my videos and are starting their own videos. I’ve
been doing mine for a year and I guess they’ve seen it, since I reached my one year on YouTube. A lot of
people that would have watched me at the start would have been commenting on my videos and giving
me support, a lot of them have started their own channels now, and a lot of them would be talking about
children rights. I think the point is that when children are invested in something, an issue like children’s
rights, one child attracts many more. That’s why I always say that - and it’s an idea I’ve had for ages - in all
these commissions and in all these group talks, things like education about anything in society that has an
effect on children, there should always be children involved in those discussions. You wouldn’t have a talk
about teacher’s salary without including teachers in the discussions. So why should you have a talk about
children going to school without including children in the discussions? I think that if there is a group of
children in every committee that has anything to do with anything that has an effect on children, a lot more
children are going to pay a lot more attention. If my school has a student council, which it does, I’m a lot
more interested in knowing how the school runs, because there are already students behind it. So I think,
no matter what children are doing, once there’s one child doing it, it’s going to attract other kids into it,
and it’s going to make other kids have a response to it. That’s what I’ve seen from the work I’ve been doing.
Daniel Mercieca
Thank you for your responses. All the contributions remind me that human rights is not a cognitive exercise.
It’s not about thinking, it’s not about writing. It touches our spirit, and our soul. I would like to pay respect
to all those children who have been through adverse situations, but who are not on this platform because
they do not have the necessary support, the necessary confidence you spoke about, and the people who
actually support them to be able to be here and speak out. So I would like us to remember these children,
because when we remember them, we need to remember their pain and their lack of opportunity of access
as well.
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Daniela Zerafa
I would really like to thank the Foundation for this opportunity. I think it was a forum which was very much
required, especially at this time in Malta, so it was a very good initiative to bring us all together here. I would
like to thank all the speakers, but particularly Danielle and Sean who, for me as a foster carer, are a very
huge inspiration. They encourage us foster carers, and I’m sure even people working in residential care, to
keep on giving our 101% to the children we care for. They are basically a representation of the reality which
the children we care for can one day achieve, so we thank you for this encouragement. As carers ourselves,
we need to hear these success stories, because we also hear stories which are not successful all the time.
These success stories are what we really need to hear, so that we will continue to invest in the children
who have been entrusted to us. There were a lot of valid points which I’m going to take with me from this
conference, but I would really like us to leave this conference united on at least one point in relation to
children who require care outside of their biological families. That is that in Malta, we will really, really invest,
and do our utmost - whoever has the power to take these decisions - that children from birth to three years
are not placed in residential care if they require out-of-home care. They must be placed within familybased settings. We had worked towards this in previous years, and it had become a reality. Children in the
0-3 age group who required out-of-home care in the recent past had stopped being placed in residential
care, and were all being placed in foster care. It is not like that anymore. We have children who are being
placed in residential care at birth, in some situations even when there was a foster placement available for
those children. There were cases which were mentioned in our group yesterday, where children had a foster
placement available, but they were placed in residential care instead. Three years down the line, they are
still in residential care. This is abuse. When the placement was available in a family-based setting - that was
the right of the child, the right of that baby, to get the family-based placement, irrespective of whatever
reason the baby was placed in residential care. This is science - the harm that is done to the baby’s brain, to
the baby’s development, once that baby is placed in residential care, is just not on. The baby’s brain cannot
develop as it should develop if the baby is not placed in a family-based setting.
Daniel Mercieca
Thank you for that. Just a quick point. In this country, we had guidelines for foster care, for out-of-home
care, which were written in 2009. They are still not supported by law in 2016. I’m saying this because this
is the truth, and we have regulations in other areas. So in education, no headmistress and no principal will
dare to put an extra child in a classroom, because there are clear regulations about that. On residential
care, is there any guideline regarding how many children should be in a home? No guideline. Is there any
guideline regarding how many adults should be with that child? No guideline. This is not rocket science.
Any more questions?
Marta Santos Pais
As we have said before, it’s not only the child who is being affected, and that is enough. Of course, one
child is too many, but it’s about the cost it has for society as a whole. It’s the cost of trying to figure out how
to deal with that child, and with that family, over and over again, and how that replicates discrimination,
social exclusion, and so many other social costs. It will be so hard to face. Investing in the right family
environment, and the right early childhood support, brings much more social return, that we should not
miss. I’m sure that Malta, with such a small population, can absolutely be a model for so many others. We
are so full of inspiration with all of the energy that you have shown in these discussions over the two last
days. We know that once we come next time, there will be many other things, and possibly a law on child
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protection. Hopefully guidance on alternative care, family support, early childhood investment, access
to justice, and child participation with real support. So many great things come with this energy, and we
encourage you not to miss the opportunity. Everyone can make a difference, starting with you. All of us will
support you.
Debbie Schembri, Agenzija Tama
We work with adoption, and we’ve taken the wellbeing of children really to heart lately. We’ve been working
on this for the last four years. We’ve heard a lot about the fostering of children, with which we fully agree,
because children need to be in home environment, in a family environment, and not in institutions. However,
we also think that children who are within a normal fostering program should be given the opportunity
to become a full part of that family, by being adopted by that family. Unfortunately we’re seeing a lot of
children who are remaining sort of pending, and they change foster families, which is not right. I personally
believe that here in Malta this is going to rise. Children are taught free education, and offered free medical
assistance in hospital, but they don’t have rights like choosing to be part of a family and bearing the
surname of that family for life. This is obviously needed. Family is a fundamental right of children, so we
need to fight for this.
John Role, National Foster Care Association Malta
In Malta, as a country, we have managed to place 500 children in foster care these last 18 years. So we
tripled foster care in Malta. We started off with only 27 families. I think that should make us Maltese really
proud, that we tripled foster care in Malta over these 18 years.
Daniel Mercieca
Thank you very much. I would like to thank these awesome people over here. I think you really deserve
a good round of applause. Thank you very much! And I would like to thank the Foundation, and Her
Excellency, for this opportunity. This is a very important platform for children. Thank you.
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CLOSING SPEECH
Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, President of Malta

Let me begin by thanking you all for your participation in this 2nd National Conference on Child Wellbeing,
regarding access to justice. Each and every recommendation, suggestion, comment, and contribution, is
registered, and we plan to act on the intensive report coming out of it. I’m very pleased with the outcomes
from these sessions, and I must thank you all for your sense of commitment towards the best interest of
our children. I would like to go over some of these important recommendations from yesterday. This is
not an exhaustive list, but covers some of the more salient points. We need to give stability to children,
undoubtedly. We need to empower our children to reach their full potential, we need to support families to
stay together, families need to have access to resources and services which should be guaranteed, parents
must be given support, and we should give more focus and create more awareness around children who
are more exposed to risk, such as those who are deprived from having a family. These include materially
deprived children, children suffering from loneliness, children who are victims of violence, children who
are deprived of education and health services, and children who are deprived of living their lives, such as
asylum-seeking children. I am reminded of the children in Calais, and so many other places - in limbo, with
nowhere to go.
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Children are very capable of speaking for themselves. We have had great opportunities during these
sessions to hear children speaking for themselves. I’m so proud of you all for your contributions. We
need to create safe spaces and opportunities for children to speak. The Children’s House model, as good
practice, must be enshrined in the law. Children need protection, structures, and people they trust. Hence,
adequate legislation and resources need to be in place. We need to have child-friendly systems, and we
need to change the language on how we speak about justice, and ensuring access to justice for children.
There should be no detention for asylum-seeking children anywhere. We must increase our support and
services for rehabilitation from substance abuse, we must invest in transition services for those who turn 18
years of age, and develop diversion programs which are an alternative to prison. A child should be assessed
individually, and more information and skills are needed for children to be aware of their rights, and what
to do if their rights are violated. Vulnerable minorities in particular must receive effective education on
how to access their rights in practice. One example is asylum seeking children who arrive in Malta and
in Europe with very little knowledge of what their rights are, and how they can set justice procedures
in motion. Alternative care systems must be coherent and holistic. Fragmented services present great
risks, and children can easily fall through these gaps. People need to be properly trained, and policy must
be informed. We must respect children’s rights to privacy when reporting on cases, particularly in the
media. Mandatory reporting is needed in education, supported by the appropriate structures. We must
concentrate our energies for the full participation and reintegration of children who have accessed the
justice system. Child victims of violence need immediate social support, provided by the state. These are
just some of the recommendations which have been put forward by all those who participated, and they
continue to emphasize that children’s access to justice is fundamental to their effective enjoyment of their
human rights.
Over the past two days, we gave further visibility to the human rights instruments which exist, and which
are there to protect a child’s right to access justice both effectively and efficiently. Our deliberations during
this conference come at a particularly significant time in the history of child rights in Malta. Participants
during the workshops have shared their hope that the forthcoming revisions to the Child Protection bill will
retain, improve, and establish methods that will ensure accountability at administrative and judicial levels.
These include a number of innovations in the original bill, such as mandatory reporting, the introduction of
the Children’s House model, and the involvement of the judicial system in child protection. This approach
also reflects Malta’s commitment to the Lanzarote Convention Process. Today, we have deepened our
understanding about how existing and prospective instruments have found a practical place in the
experiences of children. We must continue to listen to our children, and encourage them to be active
participants in our societies. Let us join together to find innovative and collaborative solutions to the
problems faced by children and young people, particularly those at most risk of vulnerability. We must ensure
that children seeking justice are supported at every stage of the process. Securing justice for children does
not only require a focus on child-sensitive legislation, and support for child participation in court. It must
also include support for these children throughout their lives. This support must be consistent, effective,
and respectful of children’s inherent dignity and right to justice. Children must be empowered, protected,
and respected at all times. These are their fundamental rights. Malta is fully committed to observing these
fundamental rights by the ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Let us
be firm in our commitment to the wellbeing of each child, in our communities, and in our societies. Let me
conclude by saying that trust is crucial. If we are going to reach out to and connect with our children, we
cannot allow children to feel powerless. We must strive in our respective ways, and with great responsibility,
to empower each child while nurturing their best interests. In the process we will surely be working for the
wellbeing of our collective societies and nations.
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Finally, I regard this conference as an affirmation of our commitment to further voice our children’s concerns,
but even more so as a platform for the necessary action to be taken by all of us. Let us all be Sharon’s
heroes. Thank you.
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